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their help with this November cover.

'W!*ho can presume to
account for the love
inspired by a work of art?'

asks Ellen Handler Spitz in her seminal
essay on bedtime stories, 'Children's
Dream Books'*.
Margaret Wise Brown and Clement
Kurd's classic, Goodnight Moon, one of
the best loved bedtime stories ever, is
credited by The New York Times in an
article celebrating the life of Clement
Hurst, for enabling 'hundreds of freshly
scrubbed small children in pyjamas' to
fall asleep peacefully. Spitz goes on to
quote an anecdote about the book
reported by Clement Hurd himself:
'At bedtime one evening, a little boy of
eighteen months has heard Goodnight
Moon five times and after the final
rendition was contemplating the book
as it lay before him, its last pages
revealed. These pages are the ones in
which the "great green room" has
grown dark and quiet and the little
bunny has closed his eyes. The words
read: "Goodnight noises everywhere."
The small boy in question stared at the
open book before him and then
deliberately placed one of his feet on
the left-hand page and struggled to get
his other foot on to the right-hand
page; thereupon he burst into tears. His
mother, watching this behaviour, took
only a second to realise what he was
doing: he was trying with all his might
to transport his whole small body into
the cosy, loving world of Goodnight
Moon.'
Goodnight Moon thus appears to serve

Rosemary Stones

as a transitional object for the child
slowing down the movement from
daytime to darkness, from activity to
rest as little bunny, in turn, says
goodnight to his familiar objects that
will still be there in the morning. In this
issue's Hal's Reading Diary in which
Hal demonstrates his innate capacity to
soak up repeated sounds, Roger Mills
wonders 'if the real power of rhymes is
that their sounds and rhythms set up
feelings of calm and security, the
repetition setting up a sense of
something reliable and always there.'
In Goodnight Moon the soothing
alliteration of the text with its internal
rhymes combines with the pictorial
images to shore up, as Spitz puts it, 'the
child's sense of intactness just at the
moment when that intactness seems to
be slipping away'.

* In Where the Wild Things Are in Infancy
and Parenting, ed. Joan Raphael-Leff,
published by the Centre for Psychoanalytic
Studies, University of Essex.

From Jasper's Bath by Anna Currey, Editor's Choice with five stars, reviewed on page 18.
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Stringing Words Together
Winner of the Carnegie Medal
for her wonderfully
accomplished first novel, A
Gathering Light, Jennifer
Donnelly tracks back her wish
to write to her childhood on
the edge of the Adirondacks in
upstate New York and the
storytelling around the family
table that first showed her the
power that words can have
when strung together...

AGathering Light was inspired
by many things - by Grace
Brown's heart-rending letters*,
particularly the last one where

she talks about never seeing her home and
her mother again. By my own love of
words, and my childhood frustration at
rarely finding myself or my world in any of
the novels I was told to read. It was
inspired by the stark, almost frightening
beauty of the Adirondack mountains. And
mainly, it was inspired by my family.

Like Mattie's family, mine is from a little
town in upstate New York. It's called Port
Leyden and it lies at the western edge of
the Adirondacks. Most of my relatives on
my father's side live there, and because
they are all of Irish extraction, I grew up
hearing stories.

Harrowing stories about a man dying in a
blizzard ten feet from his home, and a great
aunt slowly going mad on the family's
remote farmstead. Funny stories about
prize piglets coddled like infants in the best
blankets. Wild stories about the KKK
getting run out of town, bootleggers
hotfooting it downstate from Canada, and a
fishing trip into the mountains made in a
water plane with a canoe strapped to the
pontoons - a canoe which my uncle Jack
swears he sat in during takeoff, landing,
and the whole way in between.

As a child I couldn't wait for the meal to be
over at family gatherings and the
storytelling to begin. There, with three
generations at the table, I learned firsthand
what immense power words have. Strung
into stories, words could work magic. They
could make my proper grandmother and
her stern sister young again as they
dissolved into laughter over the one about
the awkward suitor and the toppled
outhouse. They could make my tough state
trooper father turn beet red as my uncle
finally got him to admit that he was the one
who pried the cannonballs off the war
memorial and rolled them down the hill in
the summer of '53.

Narrative drive in action
There was plenty of laughter on those
evenings. Some sorrow, too. Years and

W I N N E R OF THE C A R N E G I E MEDAL

A
f ther ing

Light

Jenni fer Donnelly

*Grace Brown's Letters
On July 12, 1906, the body of a young
woman named Grace Brown was pulled
from the waters of Big Moose Lake in the
Adirondack Mountains. Grace Brown's
death appeared to be an accident and
neither the men who dragged the lake nor
the staff at the hotel where the couple had
registered could have foreseen that they
would soon be embroiled in one of the
most sensational murder trials in New
York's history. Grace Brown, they would
soon discover, was unwed and pregnant
and the man who had taken her boating
was the father of her child. His name was
Chester Gillette. Chester originally stated
that Grace's death was an accident, then
later claimed she'd committed suicide.
George W Ward, the District Attorney who
prosecuted the case, reconstructed
Chester's activities before and after Grace's
death and argued that Chester had killed
Grace. Instrumental to Ward's case were
Grace's own letters.In A Gathering light,
I've taken the liberty of having Grace give
a fictional character - Mattie - all of the
correspondence between herself and
Chester. JD

years before I would know or care what
things like narrative drive and pacing were,
I saw them in action. Saw how masters
used them to hold their listeners, to make
them blush and smirk, wince and laugh
and gasp. I learned to listen to the pauses
and the hitches and the empty places
between the words, hearing in those
silences what it meant to be hungry, to
birth children miles away from any doctor,
to be hired out to strangers at the age of
twelve.

Watching a gray head bowed with the
weight of remembering, I saw that words
could do more than tell a stoiy, they could
tell a life.

Small names as well
In school, I learned that what I'd been
hearing were only stories, and that stories
were not literature. And so I got busy
reading what I was told I should. I
journeyed to the past in The Scarlet Letter
and The Grapes of Wrath. To the then
future in 1984 and A Clockwork Orange.
I met fascinating people like Jay Gatz and
Holden Caulfield and Heathcliff. I read and
I wrote, dutifully completing book reports
and essay questions, and sometimes I even
fell in love with characters here and there
- Scout, Hester Prynne, Tom Joad. But in
my heart of hearts, I secretly wondered,
like Mattie does, 'Why is it always other
places and other lives that mattered?' It
made me simmer as a grade school kid,
being handed Faulkner, Hawthorne, and
Crane. Who were these guys? What were
their credentials and why did I have to read
them? Did they ever fly over Big Moose
Lake in a canoe? No? Well, there you are.

There is a difference between stories and
literature, and I'm nowhere near qualified
enough - or foolish enough - to try and
define it. I'll say this much, though - the
great names matter, and they matter for so
many reasons - but so do the small names.
The ones that never made it onto any
bestseller list, the storytellers whose stories
never got reviewed in any literary journal.
The names of the mothers and fathers who
walked the floor with us when we were
tiny and out of sorts, whispering tales in
the small hours, showing us even then that
whatever hurt, a story could help make it
better. The names of the grandmothers and
grandfathers who shared the stories of their
coming up, making us understand that the
only way to repay the debt to those who
came before is to tell our own stories to
those who will come after.

And so my biggest thank you is for my
family, who, by handing down their stories,
showed me that it's all of our stories - the
ones told to us, the ones that live inside of
us - that matter. •

This article is a shortened version of Jennifer
Donnelly's Carnegie Medal acceptance speech
reproduced here by kind permission of
Bloomsbury. A Gathering Light (0 7475 7063 9)
is published by Bloomsbury at £6.99 pbk.
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What would you choose to give to a child
this Christmas? As bookshop shelves fill up
with seasonal titles competing for attention,
Rosemary Stones picks out some of the best
offerings and invites experts in the field to
choose something very special to them.

\s themes
Two very different picture book takes on the nativity story will
command attention this Christmas. In Kevin Crossley-Holland and
Peter Malone's How Many Miles to Bethlehem? (Orion Children's
Books, 1 84255 277 5, £9.99) the reader is addressed by the different
characters in the story as if in a play ('I am Mary, Tight as a drum.
Round as the lady moon calling out to me... my baby will be born
tonight. Where can I lie down?'). Malone's rich and formal tableaux,
reminiscent of Renaissance paintings, add to the sense of theatre.
Sally Grindley and Karin Littlewood's Home for Christmas (Frances
Lincoln, 1 84507 071 2, £10.99) has Christ's birth seen from the point
of view of a homeless market boy, for whom the stable is also home.

From How Many
Miles to
Bethlehem?

Witness to such extraordinary events, he no longer feels without a
family. Littlewood's bold pencil and wash illustrations are full of
drama and feeling.
'This is the week when Christmas comes/Let every pudding burst
with plums' are the opening lines of Eleanor Farjeon's Tn the Week
When Christmas Gomes', one of the more traditional poems in Gaby
Morgan's richly enjoyable anthology Christmas Poems (Macmillan, 0
330 41339 2, £4.99) which includes new poems alongside the classics
(from Anon, William Blake, T S Eliot, U A Fanthorpe, Clare Bevan to
Jackie Kay and many more). A well designed, small format
paperback, this is an ideal stocking filler for anyone from eight
upwards, adults included.

Picture books
Two stunning picture books on non-Christmas themes stand out
amongst the many gift offerings from publishers. Jan Ormerod's Lizzie
Nonsense (Little Hare, 1 877003 59 X, £9.99) is a lyrically affectionate
tribute to her grandmother who was born in 1883 and who, perhaps,
lived the kind of life that Lizzie leads, alone in the Australian bush with
her mama and baby until papa comes back from selling the
sandalwood he has cut. How Lizzie and mama pass the time, playing
and imagining, is beautifully told in text and pictures which conjure
up the flavour and detail of that demanding way of life. This is, as it

were, Peter Carey for under-fives and Jan Ormerod's
best work to date.
In David Almond and Stephen Lambert's
atmospheric Kate, The Cat and The Moon
(Hodder Children's Books, 0 340 77386 3, £10.99)
Kate awakes and, now a cat herself, journeys with
the 'cat from the night' through the starry
darkness. The dreamlike quality of text and
illustration which work harmoniously together,
will leave young readers spellbound.

Novelty items
Maths may not seem very Christmassy but young
mathematicians of 5-7 will hugely enjoy Colin
Hawkins' rumbustious Takeaway Monsters



into the bedroom,

She closed her eyes
and went to sleep...

1+3=4

How many crows have far to go?

Above, from Kate, The Cat and
The Moon. Left, from Adding
Animals.

(Mathew Price, 1 84248
131 2, £8.99) and Adding
Animals (1 84248 130 4,
£8.99) with their flaps and
pulls which do just what
the titles suggest.
Hawkins' command of the
page and manically enter-
taining monsters and
animals disguise any
educational purpose
these titles might have
consummately.

Adele Geras chooses...
Bing: Bed Time (0 385 60595 1) and
eight other titles, by Ted Dewan, David
Pickling Books, £4.99 each
For under 3s
Bing should be better known. He's a
black rabbit and a real star. With his
sidekick, Flop, he goes through normal
toddler routines with enviable elan and
a kind of anarchic and joyous
insouciance. The toddler I know best,
my granddaughter, really adores him.
She was given a Bing book for her first
birthday and has never looked back.
You can join in with a Bing book. Every
one is different and yet they have
things in common so that each new volume is seized on with happy cries of
recognition. The books are a good shape for small hands. They're precisely the right
length and everyone can join in the cry of 'It's a Bing Thing!' at the end of the story.
Terrifically cool reading-matter for the very youngest children and moreover
excellent value. You get a lot of fun, laughter and surprises for under a fiver. Viva
Bing!
Adele Geras's latest book is Lizzie's Wish in 'The Historical House' series (see p23).

Tania Earnshaw chooses...
With Love: a celebration of words and
pictures for the very young, compiled by
Wendy Cooling, Orchard Books, 1 84362 414 1,
£12.99
For under 3s
Christmas consumerism brings the Scrooge out
in me, so around this time of year I begin to look
around for the gifts that various charities sell to
support their work. With this in mind, I was
delighted to discover With Love. Wendy
Cooling has convinced over 60 children's writers
and illustrators to give their work free to this
book, with all the royalties going to Bookstart.
She has produced a stunning gift book
(complete with its own gift tag), filled with
wonderful images, rhymes and stories which will
open up a world of reading to babies throughout the country. In her introduction
she gives adults some simple tips for reading to very young children while Chris
Meade finishes the book with a brief history of Bookstart and its message. Yes it's
worthy, but it's also beautiful and will introduce young children to many of the
characters they will find later, in bookshops and libraries: Elmer, Blue Kangaroo, Duck
and so on. Go on... buy it for all the babies and toddlers you know, and you'll be
immortalised on the gift tag and will be able to spend many happy hours with them
reading the book, memorising the verses and ensuring they grow with a love of
reading!
Tania Earnshaw is Community Librarian - Early Years, Chatham Library, Kent.
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Story Collections
Ian Beck's Stories and Songs for Bedtime (Oxford, 0 19 278198 7,
£12.99) contains five fairy tales each illustrated in a style that is
unmistakeably Beck's yet which pays homage to the style of other
times or to other artists. Thus his 'The Emperor and the Nightingale'
draws on classical Chinese art, his 'Frog Princess' on Botticelli. Truly
exquisite, however, is his 'Beauty and the Beast' in the style of Ingres
with a muted palette of greys and cream. No reteller is credited so the
texts, I assume, are also Beck's.
Vivian French and Selina Young's The Story House: 52 new stories to
share, one for every week of the year (Orion Children's Books, 1
85881 645 9, £20) is a large, square, rather heavy book that draws on
the agreeable device of Little Ghost coming to stay and demanding
stories from Big Ghost. Big Ghost obliges with a great range of tales
reflecting the lives of the family who live in the house, their pets, their
adventures and so forth. This treasure trove of short, lively tales is
well interpreted by Young's friendly, well observed and slightly
cartoony illustrations. •

Michael Thorn chooses...
Belonging by Jeannie Baker, Walker,
0744592275, £10.99
For 5-8 year olds
Belonging is a deeply affecting, wordless picture
book about generations and regeneration.
Anyone receiving it as a Christmas gift will jump
out of bed on Boxing Day intent on taking a fresh
look inside its pages eager to spot little illustrative
touches they've missed. Identifying these could
become a cross-generational game. In the course
of thirteen double-page views through a window
we follow the life of a girl from birth to
motherhood and watch the street scene outside
develop from seedy downtown neglect to become
a thriving and vibrant urban oasis. Cleverly
composed of collage constructions photographed
in full colour, each of the views includes oblique
clues to the girl's current age, stage of life, and emotional state. A medicine bottle,
a note to a friend and table facts scrawled on her hand mark the girl's tenth birthday,
while outside the cornerhouse Hot Food bar has turned into a hairdressing salon. An
ageless, life-enhancing book, lovingly conceived and executed.
Michael Thorn is publisher of ACHUKA website and Deputy Head of Hawkes Farm
Primary School.

Anne Marley chooses...
The Star of Kazan by Eva Ibbotson, Macmillan
2004, 1405020547, £12.99
For 8-10 year olds
A perfect Christmas present for the child who loves a
good old-fashioned adventure story. From the first
page, Eva Ibbotson grips the reader with her story of
Annika, found as a baby in a church high in the
mountains and raised by Ellie and Sigrid in the rather
eccentric Viennese household of three professors
where they are cook and housemaid. Her idyllic
childhood seems to be made perfect when her long
lost mother appears to reclaim her and take her off
to her castle in the cold northern marshes of the
German Empire. But inevitably, all is not as it seems.
This is a magical piece of storytelling, which
positively luxuriates in the extraordinary twists and turns of the plot. It is populated
by larger than life characters of all kinds - good and bad, honourable and devious,
spiteful and lovable, and the story culminates in a breathtaking ending where the
final treachery is revealed. The ideal book to curl up with after Christmas lunch when
everyone else is asleep in front of the TV or playing their latest Game Boy!
Anne Marley is Head of Children's, Youth and Schools Service, Hampshire Library &
Information Service.

Alan Gibbons chooses...
Lines in the Sand: New Writing on War and
Peace, edited by Mary Hoffman and Rhiannon
Lassiter, Frances Lincoln, 0 7112 2282 7, £4.99
For 10-14 year olds
My first inclination was to choose one of the first
time novels that have impressed me this year:
Inventing Elliot by Graham Gardner or Unique by
Alison Allen Gray. When it came right down to it
though, there was only one real contender, and that
is Lines in the Sand. Prompted by the stormclouds
of war that were gathering over Iraq, Mary Hoffman
and Rhiannon Lassiter circulated the UK's poets,
novelists and artists for children. They wanted to rush
out an anthology of new writing on war and peace.
The result is terrific: thoughtful, provocative, angry
and compassionate. Since the book appeared in the
UK and the United States it has only become more relevant. So read the book for
Christmas. Better still, turn your efforts to ensuring the best seasonal present of all:
peace in that troubled country.
Alan Cibbons's latest book is The Defender (Orion Children's Books), £4.99.
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Authorgraph No. 149

Axel Scheffler interviewed by Martin Salisbury

T
he Edwardian villas of this leafy
part of South London were
sparkling in the September sun as
I strolled up the hill to call on one
of our best-loved illustrators. Axel

Scheffler's satisfyingly chunky pictures
are amongst the most instantly
recognisable in children's publishing
today and, with the recent appearance of
The Gruffalo's Child, are likely to become
even more familiar. At the time of my
visit, an exhibition of his work was
opening at Waterstone's in Piccadilly,
presenting one of those rare
opportunities to see not only original
illustration artwork but those all
important roughs and doodles too. An
even rarer chance to nosily nose around
Axel's studio was too good an opportunity
for me to miss. Stepping into his light and
airy first floor workspace is rather like
opening a familiar book. All around there
is evidence of his work; piles of books,
posters, odd bits of artwork and layout-
pads with rough compositions. The first
few minutes of our meeting are absorbed
by general note swapping on the
everyday practicalities of the working
environment. An inevitable topic of
conversation among illustrators is back
problems. All those hours hunched over a
drawing board can lead to serious trouble
in the lower lumbar region, so Axel has
invested in one of those cunningly
designed chairs that force the occupant
to sit in the right way. It's evidently taking
a bit of getting used to, the rotating
mechanism displaying something of a
mind of its own. In view of the ever-
increasing popularity of the work of its
occupant, the chair will no doubt be a
sensible investment.

Axel Scheffler was born and grew up in
Hamburg, Germany. The family was not
particularly artistic but he himself always
drew. 'I spent a lot of time in museums. I
also had a very good art teacher at
school.' He came to England specifically
to study illustration, graduating from
Bath Academy (now part of Bath Spa
University) in 1985. 'I had been studying
art history in Hamburg but that didn't
seem to be going anywhere,' he told me.
Initially Axel had been surprised at the
nature of the experience of being a

student at an English art school,
expecting more in the way of formal
instruction in technique. He had not
intended to stay in the UK after
graduation but found that in his final year
he was starting to pick up professional
commissions. 'My tutor, Mike Mclnnery,
encouraged me to take my portfolio
around and I managed to get work for
various magazines including The
Listener.' Illustration was enjoying
something of a boom period at this time
and Axel thought of himself very much as
an all-rounder, tackling editorial
illustration, design commissions and
advertising work. 'I always felt that
illustration for children's books was
something special though,' he says. The
first book to come his way in this field was
Helen Cresswell's The Piemakers,
reissued by Faber in 1988. Pulling it from
the bookshelf, Axel grimaces at the
technique in this earlier work. The black
and white line work is certainly cruder,
the crosshatching perhaps a little
uncertain, but the trademark personality

of the drawing is all there. His characters
tend to look anxious and worried, even
when they are smiling or scowling, rather
as Axel himself does throughout our
meeting. Most of these characters are
animals, and the portrayal of people is
another cause for worry. He doesn't feel
happy with his human figures at the
moment. Anxiety is, it seems, an essential
quality in the best children's book artists,
so often inveterate worriers. It is perhaps
this struggle that keeps the work fresh,
and free of flashiness or mannerism.
Certainly, in Axel's case, there is nothing
easy about the process of illustrating. 'I
really don't like doing big full-bleed
pictures' (images where the colour fills
the spread to the edge of the page). 'I
found The Gruffalo a real struggle to do.
Room on the Broom was tricky too.' In
these pictures, the attention to detail is
uniform across the whole composition.
Base layers of concentrated liquid
watercolour are laid down and then the
surface is further developed and built up
with colour pencil. The technique gives a
muscular finish to the work that is highly
child-friendly, striking an elegant balance
between the darkly threatening and the
cuddly.

The Gruffalo was, of course, a publishing
sensation and Axel Scheffler's
illustrations are inevitably closely
associated with the writing of Julia
Donaldson in public perception. The two
have become a highly successful
partnership since teaming up for A
Squash and a Squeeze in the early 1990s.
As with all such creative partnerships,
everyone wants to know more about the
nature of the working relationship. 'It
works very well. We don't have a great
deal of contact. Julia respects my freedom

The Books (published by Macmillan unless otherwise stated)
Jingle Jangle Jungle, Campbell Books, 1 405 02044 X, £9.99 novelty board
Muddle Farm, Campbell Books, 1405 02014 8, £9.99 novelty board
Proverbs from Far and Wide, 0 333 96128 5, £4.99 pbk
Elephants Don't Sit on Cars, David Henry Wilson, 0 330 34573 7, £3.99 pbk
Never Say Moo to a Bull, David Henry Wilson, 0 330 34575 3, £3.99 pbk
Never Steal Wheels from a Dog, David Henry Wilson, 0 330 48488 5, £3.99 pbk
The Dog Ate My Bus Pass, Nick Toczek and Andrew Fusek Peters,
0 330 41800 9, £3.99 pbk
The Bedtime Bear, Ian Whybrow, 1 405 04993 6, £6.99 novelty board
The Tickle Book, Ian Whybrow, 0 333 781511, £9.99 hbk
Juice the Pig, Martine Oborne, 0 333 66663 1, £3.99 pbk
One Gorgeous Baby, Martine Oborne, 0 333 96038 6, £4.99 pbk
You're a Hero, Daley B!, Jon Blake, Walker, 0 7445 3158 6, £4.99 pbk

With Julia Donaldson:
Fox's Socks, 0 333 96623 6, £4.99 novelty pbk
The Gruffalo, 0 333 71092 4, £10.99 hbk, 0 333 71093 2, £5.99 pbk, 0 333 90176 2, £14.99 big book,
Campbell Books, 0 333 96568 X, £4.99 board
The Gruffalo's Child, 1 405 02045 8, £10.99 hbk
Hide and Seek Pig, 0 333 96625 2, £4.99 novelty pbk
Monkey Puzzle, 0 333 72000 8, £10.99 hbk, 0 333 72001 6, £5.99 pbk, 1 405 00912 8, £14.99 big book,
Campbell Books, 0 333 96219 2, £4.99 board
Room on the Broom, 0 333 90337 4, £10.99 hbk, 0 333 90338 2, £5.99 pbk, 1 405 02174 8, £14.99 big
book, Campbell Books, 1 405 03541 2, £4.99 board
The Smartest Giant in Town, 0 333 96144 7, £10.99 hbk, 0 333 96396 2, £5.99 pbk
The Snail and the Whale, 0 333 98223 1, £10.99 hbk, 0 333 98224 X, £5.99 pbk
A Squash and a Squeeze, 1 405 00476 2, £9.99 hbk, 1 405 00477 0, £5.99 pbk
'Tales from Acorn Wood' series: Fox's Socks (0 333 96623 6 pbk), Hide-and-Seek Pig (0 333 76569 9
board, 0 333 96625 2 pbk), Postman Bear (0 333 76567 2 board, 0 333 96624 4 pbk), Rabbit's Nap
(0 333 76570 2 board, 0 333 98738 1 pbk), £3.99 each board, £4.99 each pbk



to interpret visually and rarely interferes.'
In general, it's probably true to say that
publishers do not encourage close
contact between their authors and artists.
If one is a more forceful character than
the other it can upset the creative
balance. I know of at least one story of a
well-known picture book writer who is
forever on the telephone to the artists
with 'good ideas' and advice as to how
they might approach the illustrations.
Both Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler
had pretty much ruled out the idea of any
sequel to Gruffalo, the book seeming to
be perfectly rounded and complete. 'I
really couldn't imagine a follow-up' he
says. 'The chemistry between the two
original characters was a sort of end in
itself. But when I saw the text for The
Gruffalo's Child I realised that it worked
beautifully. And of course the gruffalo is
so universally loved that it felt like a kind
of public duty to do it.' The Gruffalo's
Child is indeed a superb sequel being, in
my view at least, one of those rare
Godfather 2 'better than the original'
events. Donaldson introduces a fearless
new generation of gruffalo who puts the
ingenuity of the mouse to further tests
and Scheffler's snowy landscapes
demonstrate a more subtle command of
colour and characterisation. Jokingly, he
laments 'Julia was very mean to put in the

moon shadow scene' which he found
particularly taxing. Needless to say, the
book is flying off the shelves.

Many illustrators battle to develop a
visual language that is both artistically
satisfying and commercially viable, and I
chat to Axel about these tensions. He
shows me some of his sketchbooks. This
is the place where ideas are conceived on
the page, characters grow and evolve
without conscious concern for public
response. The books are alive with weird
and wonderful beings, visual musings,
meanderings and experiments. For most
artists this process is vital as a way of
nourishing the 'finished' work and
allowing it to continue to grow. Axel
sometimes feels that he would like to
incorporate this kind of experiment more
into his published work, but he says, 'I
have this method of working now and it is
well recognised and works well for its
purpose.'

As one of the judges on the important
Macmillan Prize for Children's Picture
Book Illustration, he is able to regularly
view the range and standard of work
being produced by students at art
colleges around the country. Many of our
best-known illustrators are former
prizewinners and the competition allows
Macmillan to get first look at the budding

artists in the field. 'The best of the work is
excellent, but it is surprising how much
weak work is sent in every year' Axel says.
He doesn't do any teaching in art schools
himself apart from the occasional
presentation of his own work. 'I never feel
I have anything to say. I dread looking at
bad work, I get embarrassed.' But
inspiration is found at the Bologna
Children's Book Fair which he attends
every year. This vast trade fair invariably
induces a mixture of despair and
excitement: 'On the one hand you come
away feeling that the world doesn't need
another picture book, but on the other
there's always something new and
inspiring to see.'

Axel Scheffler enjoys being an illustrator.
'It's easy to forget how privileged a life it is
I suppose,' he reflects as the sun streams
in from the broad bay window of the
studio, and he prepares to set off for a
meeting with Macmillan, his publishers.
Gazing out at the gardens below he
mentions that he sometimes catches a
glimpse of an urban fox in the morning. I
find myself picturing one of those
splendidly goggle-eyed Scheffler foxes
peering anxiously up at us from the
bushes. •

Martin Salisbury is Course Director for MA Children's
Book Illustration at APU Cambridge.
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Larks and
Liberation

Did you know that early school stories for girls
with 'feminist' heroines were in fact written by
men? Mary Cadogan and Patricia Craig
uncover the fascinating evolution of the twentieth-
century school story for boys and for girls.

T he twentieth-century school story really kicked off with
Angela Brazil's The Fortunes of Philippa (1906) and the
Greyfriars School tales by Charles Hamilton ('Frank Richards')

in the 1908 weekly boys' paper, the MagnetThese authors hit upon the
formula for the genre's lasting appeal: boarding-schools were set up as
the world in microcosm, but with mothers and fathers tidied niftily
away. In these fictional single-sex schools, despite the ostensible
authority of the teaching staff, juveniles came into their own as
initiators and organisers. Rivalries, sporting achievements and
friendships flourished, and the quickly established theme of putting
down bullies has survived as a mainstay of the genre for nearly a
century.

Angela Brazil achieved her ends with 'jinky' girlish slang and jargon,
'spiffing' stunts and a near obsession with games and sports. Frank
Richards was successful because he didn't'write down'to child readers,
or moralize: he dispensed with the Victorian stereotyped 'goodies' and
'baddies' and managed to make his colourful, larger-
than-life (literally in Billy Bunter's case)
characterizations believable.

A school story paper for girls
The pattern was echoed and embroidered
over several decades by Brazil/Richards
imitators, both in hardback novels and in the
weekly and monthly story-papers (not to be
confused with comics). For boys there were
the Magnet, Gem and Boys' Friend, mainly
from the Richards' pen, and the more staid
Boys' Own Paper, Chums and The Captain.
When it became obvious that girls as well as
boys were avidly devouring the Magnet, its
publishers, the Amalgamated Press, decided to
launch the first girls' school story paper, School
Friend, in 1919.

Despite the fact that he was already producing
a 20,000-word boys' story each week for both
Magnet and Gem, Frank Richards was asked to
write the first stories for the School Friend and as
'Hilda Richards' he set up Cliff House school featuring
feminized variants of the Greyfriars heroes, Harry Wharton
& Co., with Bessie Bunter taking on her brother's comic relief role.
Other authors then took over the girls' paper stories with such success
that, in the 1920s and '30s, the Schoolgirls' Own, the Schoolgirls'
Weekly, Girls' Crystal and Schoolgirl came into being and flourished.
Intriguingly, these extremely addictive papers were written, edited and
illustrated almost entirely by men, using feminine pseudonyms.This was
because RT Eves, the editor-in-chief of these papers, maintained that
women writers were all potential mothers and thus too protective of
their girl readers, and unable to put their juvenile heroines into really
challenging or dangerous adventures. Whatever the rights and wrongs
of this argument, the fact remains that these male authors produced a
long-lasting string of simplistically feminist role-models - teenagers who
were vigorously active in their own interests and who adroitly got the
better of pompous adults and assertive boys.

The 'Big Four'
In parallel with the story papers, a talented clutch of women authors
developed the genre in hardbacks.The most celebrated of these were
Elsie Jeanette Oxenham (mainly popular for her stories set against a
picturesque old Abbey and featuring the Camp Fire Movement, May
Queen rituals and country dance), Elinor Brent-Dyer (creator of the
Chalet School books) and Dorita Fairlie Bruce (whose most famous
school stories featured dauntless but realistic and likeable girls such as
the long-running Dimsie Maitland).

With Brazil, these formed the Big Four who presided over a burgeoning
genre in which the offerings of hordes of lesser authors ranged from the
commonplace to the exotic or idiotic (the thrilling disclosure of the
heroine's past abduction by an eagle, for example).

By the early 1940s, the major school story writers were still carrying on,
though perhaps with diminishing appeal. Angela Brazil, indeed, went on
doing her dogged best to keep up the spiffing tone for which she was
celebrated, even in the challenging period of the Second World War:
'Well, hurrah for the jolly old set. We're all to be evacs!' Brazil's 'evacs',
despatched with their gas masks and hockey sticks to one picturesque
locality after another (moated granges, Scottish lochs), still find it
necessary to buck up a dull lesson by sticking jujubes on the necks of
girls sitting in the row in front of them, and routine predicaments are
described without reference to the international situation,

Elsie Oxenham and Dorita Fairlie Bruce took a holiday from school
during this period (though Oxenham, in fact, had always been as much a

girls'-adventure as a school-story writer). Bruce
plunged some of her schoolgirl heroines - now
grown-up — into wartime exploits, returning to
the school theme with the opening book of her
Sally trilogy, Sally Scatterbrain, in 1956. The
output of Elinor Brent-Dyen on the other hand,
remained predominantly school-based, with only
the occasional adventure or 'career' departure
from the long-running Chalet School saga.

It is, of course, the cumulative effect of this
series that has ensured the prominence and
resilience of this author whose initial brainwave
- establishing atri-lingual international boarding
school in the Austrian Tyrol - paid off in terms
of reader loyalty and narrative drive. By the time
we reach Prefects of the Chalet School (1970),

1 the excitements of floods, thunderstorms,
kidnapped princesses, snow drifts, puzzles over

the naming of dormitories, and green dyes falling
on people's heads had perhaps gone on for too

long. However Brent-Dyer had been one of the
very first children's writers to speak out in her stories

against the perniciousness of the Nazi regime.The Chalet
School was evacuated first to Guernsey, and later to Wales, and the
series rises to a creditable adroitness.

At the same time, with the characters being allowed to grow up, the
children, god-children and what-have-you of early Chalet girls have to
find a place within an expanding network, and this can cause a
headache for the novice reader: 'Emmie and Joanna are still in
Germany... Karl... Jem... Wanda's little Emmie... is Emmie Joanna after
both of them... Jo... Robin... Simone... Miss Linton, once the head girl of
the school... Bride Bettany... Nancy Chester.. Julie, the Ozanne twins...',
and so on, and on.

It wasn't only Angela Brazil's anachronistic exuberance, or increasingly
convoluted connections prevailing among second-generation Chalet
pupils, that might have seemed slightly at odds with the streamlined
spirit of the mid-twentieth century.The whole genre (for boys and for
girls) was losing out to variations of the 'holiday adventure', and taking
on a tinge of the passe for some young readers. Enid Blyton, who was
soon to become enormously popular for her mixed-sex holiday
adventure stories, produced The Naughtiest Girl in the School in
1940, and this series, as well as her St Clare's and Malory Towers books,
perpetuated the Brazil tradition of sport, rivalries and larkiness
throughout the next six decades. For boys, Anthony Buckeridge began
to write the Jennings stories, which have proved as long-lasting as
Blyton's school series.
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Left to right: 'I'm not a scrap nervous,' she declared calmly. The School Friend Annual 1937 cover of the Cliff House girls by T E Laidler. Presentation of the colours.

A risible adjunct?
In certain circles, girls' school fiction had always been regarded as a
risible adjunct of mainstream literature (when it was noticed at all).
However, just as the 'high jinks' aspect of the school story was
beginning to seem outdated, along came a handful of more-or-less
inspiriting authors to ginger up the genre. Among them were the
playful Nancy Breary, the resolute but slightly sobersided Phyllis
Matthewman, and an urbane New Zealander, Clare Mallory.

Though it took her a year or two to get into her stride, Nancy Breary
never fell into the error of taking herself or her creations too seriously
or; on the other hand, opting for the silliness on which some authors
fell back. She kept hold of an adult knowingness which enhances her
stories rather than undermining their scope for merriment. Her great
theme is friendship, often between a bewitching senior and the self-
doubting heroine who can't believe she's been singled out for the
honour Stock standbys of the genre such as spy- and burglar-catching,
and missing wills are not part of her repertoire. Sheer flair and
inventiveness carry her through.

Phyllis Matthewman is not so amusing, but, like Breary, she has a knack
of holding the attention, with her workmanlike plots involving oddball
schoolgirls chafing at the bit. 'She went across to the motor-cycle,
climbed into the saddle and started the engine...What the inhabitants
of Redmere would say when they saw a schoolgirl in the well-known
Priory uniform driving a large monkey through the streets of their
town she did not pause to consider' Matthewman also has a good line
in languid seniors, such as Vivian in the Priory series, who pull their
socks up following a sudden insight into their shortcomings - although
none is as dashing as Cara St Aubrey in Clare Mallory's Juliet Overseas
(1948), in which a newcomer from New Zealand sets about rallying a
slack House in an English school, and learns a bit about English irony
and understatement in the process. Mallory is one of those rare
authors who can make even the depiction of a sporting event seem
fascinating to the non-athletic reader. All her ten children's novels
(including a couple of non-school stories) are of a high quality, but she
was among the last wave of traditional school-story writers.

The TV age
By the late 1950s it had become obvious that the genre was in need
of regeneration. All the between-the-wars school story papers had
suffered instant demise when Hitler's armies over-ran Norway (our
main source of pulp paper) in 1940, and these were never revived. In
the '50s Girl and Eagle were launched but they and their successor

papers specialized in picture strip adventures. With the establishment
of theTV age, children found pictorial images easier to assimilate than
text stories. Also the social scene had changed. With the decline of
Empire, far fewer girls and boys were being sent by parents in far-flung
places to England for boarding-school education: and single-sex day-
schools were also being phased out in favour of mixed-sex
comprehensives.

In the late 1940s GeoffreyTrease reflected these breaks with tradition
in his Black Banner series, skilfully introducing outdoor and mystery
adventure into day-school settings, involving both boys and girls. A
spate of similar day-school stories followed, eventually climaxing in
Bernard Ashley's tales for younger readers, in the Phil
Redmond/Robert Leeson Grange Hill books, which were spin-offs
from the 1970sTV programmes, and in Gene Kemp's zanily compelling
and feminist The Turbulent Term of Tyke Tiler. At the same time,
Blyton, Antonia Forest and Anne Digby, with her Trebizon books,
managed to keep the girls' school genre alive, though for new books
on the boys' front Jennings was virtually the sole survivor

As everyone knows, the advent of Harry Potter has recently revitalised
interest in the school setting, even if the glamour of Hogwarts has
more to do with magic than traditional elements of the genre. (In fact,
school and magical elements had been combined some time before J
K Rowling's saga appeared, for example in Jill Murphy's popular The
Worst Witch (1974) and Terence Slacker's exuberant MsWiz books
which began in 1989 and now, with some 16 titles, are still going strong.

One-off novels with a school setting such as Graham Gardner's 2003
day-school story, Inventing Elliot, which brilliantly tackles the problem
of bullying, perhaps typifies the school story which is likely to appeal to
21st-century children. However when we discuss changes in literary
taste and fashion, we should reflect that Frank Richards' Greyfriars
stories, in one or another format, have already remained available for
almost a hundred years, and we are now seeing a truly astounding flow
of reprints of classic girls' stories by Elsie Jeanette Oxenham, Dorita
Fairlie Bruce and Elinor Brent-Dyer, which apparently are being bought
not only by nostalgic adults but by today's schoolgirls. •

You're a Brick.Angela! by Mary Cadogan and Patricia Craig and Chin Up,
Chest Out, Jemima! by Mary Cadogan have recently been reprinted by Girls
Gone By Publishers of 4 Rock Terrace, Coleford, Bath BA3 5NF.

Illustrations taken from Chin Up, Chest Out, Jemima!
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BfK PROFILE
Julia Ecc/eshare meets the

author of Holes, 'one of the best
books of the last ten years',

LOUIS
SACHAR

/

first met Louis Sachar on his
debut author tour in the UK.
Holes had won the coveted
Newbeiy medal in the US

and had instantly attracted
readers in the UK, children and
adults alike, in droves. Three
years later, Louis is again in the
UK, this time for one day of
precisely timed interviews.
Installed behind a barricade of
locked doors in a suite of rooms
in the Dorchester with myriad
minders (nothing to do with his
publishers, this was film
company business), he is on a
world wide tour - four days in
Australia, next stop Paris -
covering the globe to mark the
film release of Holes for which he
also wrote the screenplay. Louis
has been transformed from a
rookie author to a superstar. He
looks neater, trimmer. His hair is
cut close. He's camera ready. And
he looks like he's loving every
minute of it.
But Louis isn't that easy to talk
to. He doesn't do small talk and
that's not just because the time
is limited. I had been warned by
a leading US children's book
expert that he could be hard
going. He wasn't, but he wasn't
a pushover either. More
disconcertingly, he's not easy to
press on his life, giving clear 'I
don't want to talk about it' signs
when asked about his
childhood and family, or even
his wilting. A brief biography
could read: happy childhood,
good school student,
economics major University of
Berkeley, California, writer.

In the most courteous way
possible, Louis doesn't give
much away. He's charming and
he's absolutely sincere with
occasional flashes of humour.
Yes, he always wanted to be a
writer. He's loved writing ever
since high school. No, he has
never been a teacher but to gain
credits during his degree course
he signed up to be a teacher's
aid because he thought it would
be an easy option. He still grins
rather wickedly as he
remembers what obviously felt
like a bit of a student scam -
'you just had to turn up - there
was no extra reading or writing.'
He liked working with the
children: 'I loved their bright-
eyed optimism.' He loved it
enough not to think he'd like to
teach them but that he'd like to
write for them. He wrote his
first book, Sideways Stories
from Wayside School, set in a
school built with thirty
classrooms one on top of
another after an architect's
mistake. In it he uses the witty
device of telling thirty short
stories, one for each class, to
convey the unlikely things that
happen - including the turning
of Mrs Gorf, the meanest
teacher in the world, into an
apple. It was published. What,
no rejections? No wasted duds?
Louis bristles slightly: 'I rewrite
many times before anything is
finished. I've been writing for
years and I always try to do my
best.' And he did work in a
sweater warehouse while he got
started.

Before Holes, there were
eighteen books published in the
US including a number of
follow up titles in the 'Wayside
School' series and the
excellently titled There's a Boy
in the Girls' Bathroom but none
of them were brought over to
the UK: 'They were said to be
too American.' Louis is still
slightly baffled and rather hurt
by this past overlooking: 'But
kids from all over the place
enjoyed them, whether they
were American or not.' And
Louis is properly respectful and
appreciative of those kids as
readers. 'It's important to think
of children as individuals with
real characters. They are smart
readers who hate to be talked
down to.' Though different in
detail, almost all Louis's books
have a school setting with its
codes and practices and lots
feature boys, including sensitive
boys, such as David in The Boy
Who Lost His Face (which was

published just after Holes) who
juggles the complexity of
friendships, being cool or not
cool and his love for his little
sister. 'Lots of people think that
if you write about boys you
have to make them crude and
tough. Boys are that way, but
they are other ways, too.' Louis
is also excellent at humour,
using it rather than heavy-
handed moralising to make his
points. He doesn't like to be
classified as a humorous writer
and winces slightly at the idea
as if that meant cheap or crude
but he does agree that his books
are funny. 'Humour is strong in
my books. I'm a lot funnier and
more thoughtful on paper than
I am in life.' When pushed, he
allows, 'that's because in a book
I can redraft the humour and
make sure that it works.' And he
even laughs when he says it.
Louis writes a regular two hours
a day, pushing a story along. 'I
don't write any plan or outline.
The starting point for each book
is different. Usually it's an
incident, something that
happens. Sometimes it's a
character.' Characters matter a
lot to Louis and he thinks that
authors become their characters
which is part of why he mostly
writes for boys. T do many drafts
and then usually I reach a point
where I can't do any more.' At
this point he hands over to his
wife who is always his first
reader. 'She is a good judge
because she responds as an
average reader would, not as a
trained critic.' Grinning he adds,
'She's also a teacher so she
corrects my spelling.'
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And then came Holes. (Luckily,
Louis does like to talk about
Holes - a bit, anyway.) It was
different from the beginning. It
was fought over by a bunch of
US publishers, went on to win
the Newbery Medal, the
National Book Award and then
the rest. It's through Holes that
Louis is now classified in
reference books. It's the book
other authors choose when
asked, 'what book would you
like to have written?' It's the
original, hard to classify book
that has grabbed readers of all
ages through a combination of
its audacious originality and
heart-warming story delivered
without any preachiness. It's
hard in the midst of all of that
for Louis to know now just how
and why it was such a leap
away from his previous titles.
He's pretty sure it's not to do
with what it's about. As he says,
'the hardest question I'm ever
asked is what is it about? There
isn't really a simple answer. Part
of the fun is trying to work out
what it is about.' And he seems
genuinely as unsure as any new
reader might be. He thinks it
could be to do with the scale of
the book. All my other stories
are about kids in schools.
They're as funny as Holes but
they're not on such a scale. It's
got a lot more plot and it's the
back stories that give it so much
texture. I started by creating the

story of the hidden treasure.
Then, the story of Kate Barlow
just grew on me and I had the
idea of the curse from the
beginning. And kids are
fascinated by a juvenile
delinquent centre - and by the
idea of escape.'
That was the working out. The
inspiration for Holes came from
Lake Travis in Texas, near to his
home. It's a beautiful lake with
sparklingly clear water but
Louis chose to reinvent it as
something completely different.
T imagined it had dried up and
I invented the scenery that
would be created if that had
happened.' So important is the
lake that Louis sees it as the
main character in Holes,
though he's clearly very fond of
his human characters, too. T
wasn't trying to moralise about
the boys in Holes. I was trying
to show that the idea of
discipline, of digging a hole
every day was pointless and
that it wouldn't make a person
different. The strange thing was
that, as I wrote the story, I
found that the boys did change.
They developed a sense of pride
in themselves. I hadn't expected
that.' Louis's own surprise at the
book seems totally genuine. He
is, in some ways, in awe of
Holes and what it has done for
him. He knows that it should
have given him the confidence
to write more books and, by

implication, better books but
the reality is that it's been very
difficult to write the next book
and Louis certainly doesn't
want to talk about the one he's
working on at the moment. All
he'll say is that Holes 'crossed-
over and the new one will be
more crossed-over'. He has
filled the intervening years by
writing around Holes - the film
screenplay, and titles such as
Stanley Yelnats' Survival Guide
to Camp Green Lake.
Meanwhile, for UK readers,
Bloomsbury have been rolling
out the previous eighteen books
to keep his readers satisfied.
Time's up. Louis Sachar,
superstar one-book author, can
notch up another international
interview before moving on.
Holes, the film, is stunning and
will bring new readers to his
remarkable book. The celebrity
treatment will continue. But
whether it will help Louis to
write his next remains an
enigma. Sadly, it seems as if a
man who has an apparently
natural gift for understanding
and writing for the
unglamorous nine to twelve
readers - and boys at that -
without the obvious hooks of
football, bullying or the rest
may be lured into apparently
more sophisticated territory.
And then, when he thinks I'm
gone.

Louis, complete with baseball
cap reappears. Suddenly he's set
free. Away from the chintzy sofa
he looks like he'd relate to
Stanley, Zero and the rest. There
is a boyishness that they'd
understand. Louis, shall we
start again? Forget the fame and
glamour of Holes, the movie
and the rest. Just remember,
Camp Green Lake and that story
that gave us one of the best
books of the last ten years. •

The Books
(published by Bloomsbury
Children's Books)
Holes, 0 7475 4459 X, £5.99 pbk,
0 7475 6366 7, £5.99 pbk (film tie-
in), 0 7475 5755 1, £6.99 pbk
(adult edition)
Stanley Yelnats' Survival Guide to
Camp Green Lake, 0 7475 6365 9,
£4.99 pbk
The Boy Who Lost His Face,
0 7475 5528 1, £4.99 pbk
Dogs Don't Tell Jokes, 0 7475
5524 9, £4.99 pbk
There's a Boy in the Girls'
Bathroom, 0 7475 5257 6, £4.99
pbk
Sideways Stories from Wayside
School, 0 7475 7177 5, £4.99 pbk,
and four other 'Wayside School'
titles
Eight 'Marvin Redpost' titles,
£4.99 each pbk

Julia Eccleshare is children's
book editor of the Guardian and
co-director of the Centre for
Literacy in Primary Education.

Hal's Reading Diary
Hal is now three years and nine months and
has bits of his favourite stories word perfect.
His father, Roger Mills, explains.
A month or so ago we went to stay 'with some friends who live just
outside Cambridge. We took some of Hal's current favourite reads with
us, and in the evening he asked if he could have 'Monkey see, monkey
do', a relatively new arrival in Hal's top ten. The stoiy, from an
anthology of tales from around the world, is charming: an Indian hat
seller is wheeling his barrow laden with hats through the jungle. The
barrow hits a pot-hole, the hats go flying, and before the hapless hat
seller can recover them they have been pinched by the local monkeys
who retreat into the trees with their prizes.
The hat seller is furious. He shouts at the monkeys but 'what monkey
see, monkey do' and so the monkeys all shout back. The seller
brandishes a stick at them and the monkeys all break off sticks and
brandish them too. The seller weeps and they weep. Finally, in a rage,
the hat seller hurls his own hat on to the ground. The mimicking
monkeys of course do likewise, and surprised and overjoyed, the hat
seller is able to retrieve his precious stock.
When I \vas reading the book to Hal two of the pages stuck together,
leaving me stranded mid-way through a sentence. While I struggled to
turn the page Hal quietly completed the rest of the words. He seemed
to know it by heart. The pushy, ambitious parent bit of me that I
lamented in the September diary got veiy excited at this and I
immediately began to fantasise about having a genius on my hands. I
tried him out with other lines, starting the sentence and getting him to
complete it. Most of the time he was word perfect or close. His strike
rate did decline a bit towards the end of the story, but that didn't matter
much to me. I knew that Hal had only heard it seven or eight times and
I convinced myself something highly unusual was happening.
The following day, on a walk with David one of our hosts, I casually
introduced Hal's astonishing memory into the conversation. But to my
considerable disappointment David wasn't impressed. 'Our two were
like that,' he said. They knew stories by heart; if you got a word wrong
they would correct you.' I quizzed him a little more and asked other

friends later in the week.
It soon became clear that
fantastically absorbent
memories are not unusual
in the under tens.
But it is memory of a
particular kind, a memory
for sounds rather than
meanings. One of the bits
of the story Hal had word
perfect was a list of the
hats the hat seller had. It
included bobble hats and
bowlers, billy-cocks and
balaclavas. I am all but
certain Hal doesn't know
what any of them are, but
he remembered the
sounds of the words all
right and could reproduce
them perfectly.
But why do children have
this astonishing capacity

for remembering the sounds and rhythms of words? Perhaps it is
because, for a young child like Hal, language is still a relatively new
discovery. He is still hearing new words all the time, still listening for
and learning their sounds. But perhaps too, it is because children are
powerfully affected by repeated sounds. The impact of nursery rhymes,
I would argue, is because of this. It is often pointed out how much
violence is contained in nursery rhymes. 'Rub a dub dub', 'Rock a bye
baby', Three blind mice' are typical of the nastiness of the genre. Some
people argue (Kleinian analysts particularly) that the rhymes work for
children because they reflect their aggression. But that would suppose
that children knew at the outset what the words mean. I wonder if the
real power of rhymes is that their sounds and rhythms set up feelings
of calm and security, the repetition setting up a sense of something
reliable and always there. The child comes to understand the words
later it is tine. But by that time they are freighted with comfort, not
aggression. Children seek to make their worlds safe. And perhaps their
amazing capacity for soaking up and learning new sounds is driven by
this need. Children latch on to repeated sounds. And they want them
again and again.

Roger Mills is a Psychodynamic Counsellor.
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NEWS
Liverpool Reads Holes
Louis Sachar's Holes was the book chosen by Liverpool city
council and literacy consortium to be the focus of a city-wide
reading initiative which took place in schools, libraries,
community centres, prisons and day care centres. Publisher
Bloomsbury provided hundreds of free copies and offered extra
discounts to booksellers to stock the book.

The Paul Hamlyn Foundation Awards
The Paul Hamlyn Foundation's groundbreaking fund to give
greater access to libraries, books and reading to disadvantaged
young people and other 'at risk' groups has awarded five new
grants through The Reading and Libraries Challenge Fund. The
total fund, now eighteen months into its existence, was increased
from £2.6 million to £3.7 million in April 2004. The budget for
2004-5 is £1.3 million. Thirty-two grants have been allocated
since the Reading and Libraries Challenge Fund was established
in April 2003 with two new funding streams. Libraries Connect is
for initiatives that are intended to effect lasting change in the way
libraries work with communities which currently are not well
served, i.e. refugees and asylum seekers, young people at risk.
Free with Words aims to help young offender institutions and
prisons provide easy access to books and reading material for
inmates of all nationalities and reading levels and encourage
reading for pleasure. Encouraging continuity of reading support
from 'inside' to 'outside' via public libraries is another important
aim. There are two funding rounds per year in September and
February. For details on how to apply for funding contact: Ruby
Ireland, The Paul Hamlyn Foundation, 18 Queen Anne's Gate,
London SW1H 9AA, tel: 020 7227 3500, e-mail: ruby@phf.org.uk

Poor enjoyment of reading
Arts Council England, the Museums, Libraries and Archives
Council (MLA) and the Department for Education and Skills
(DfES) have announced the launch of a £120,000 national
training initiative to raise awareness of children's literature in

primary and secondary schools. Through this initiative, due to
begin in January 2005, professional librarians from Schools
Library Services will deliver training to alert trainee teachers to
the potential of libraries and the importance of enthusing
children about books and writers.
Currently there is no statutory requirement for teacher training
colleges to offer training in children's literature, and only a handful
of them do so. With reading resources in schools under increasing
pressure (across the UK, spend on materials by Schools Library
Services is just £1.90 per pupil - the lowest since the early 90s)
international research shows that British teenagers are already low
in the scale of'engaged' readers. Progress in International Reading
Literacy Study (PIRLS) reported results from ten-year-olds in 35
countries. It found that while pupils in England came third in the
overall table of reading achievement, their enjoyment of reading
was poor in relation to the other countries studied.

Bookstart Chancellor
After receiving a Bookstart pack for his baby son, Chancellor
Gordon Brown has promised longterm backing for the scheme
which aims to promote reading at an early age. Bookstart
coordinator, Booktrust, will be able to extend the scheme to
provide book packs for children at nine months, 18 months and
three years involving an extra 1.3 million children a year.

Ted Hughes Poetry Trail to be created in
Devon
A new poetry trail featuring poems by Ted liughes is to be created
at Stover Country Park near Newton Abbot. The project put
forward by Devon County Council has won the enthusiastic
support of Carol Hughes, widow of the former Poet Laureate.
Devon was home for Ted Hughes for much of his life and the
themes of many of his poems reflect the county's rich and diverse
wildlife. Stover Country Park is run by the County Council as a
local nature reserve and centre for environmental education.
From summer next year, visitors to Stover will be able to walk
through its woodland and lakeside and pause to read 15 of Ted
Hughes' poems installed at points along the trail. Six of his
children's poems will also be featured.

WEBSITES EVENTS
Dahl on Line
The Roald Dahl Museum and Storytelling Centre has launched an
official educational website containing a description of every item in
the author's archive: www.roalddahlmuseum.org

New Book Trust Website
Bookmark.org.uk aims to provide a first stop for anyone interested
in books and disability issues. The resource features a searchable
database of organisations that offer specific advice, services and
support, as well as information relating to a range of conditions and
impairments that may affect a child's reading. The site also offers a
range of book reviews, including a selection written by young people.

PEOPLE
Congratulations to Children's Laureate, Michael Morpurgo, who is to
be made a Chevalier dans 1'Ordre des Arts et Lettres by the Cultural
Counsellor of the French Embassy.
Rona Selby has been appointed Editorial Director at Andersen Press.
She was formerly head of children's publishing at BBC Worldwide.
Janice Thomson will continue to work for Andersen as a freelance
editor.
Julia Eccleshare has joined the Cente for Literacy in Primary
Education as co-director.

The Institut Francais Youth Festival
This event brings children, from 3 to 18, together with their favourite
writers and promotes meetings between French and English authors.
It runs from Thursday 18 to Saturday 20 November. Participants
include Quentin Blake, Michael Morpurgo, Lauren Child, Michael
Rosen, Christopher Corr, Chris Riddell, Martin Jenkins, Herve Tullet,
Serge Bloch, Beatrice Alemagna, Fred Bernard, Francois Roca,
Elisem, Claude Helft and Nathalie Novi. Further information from
Anouck Avisse, French Embassy Cultural Department, 23 Cromwell
Road, London SW7 2EL, tel: 020 7073 1345, email:
bdl@ambafrance.org.uk

Turning Point: A national conference on the
State of Young Adult Fiction
Saturday, 27 November 2004 at Nottingham Trent University.
Speakers include MeMn Burgess, David Belbin, Anne Cassidy, Keith
Gray, Julia Eccleshare, David Fickling, Nicola Morgan and Bali Rai.
Topics include: What is Young Adult Fiction?, Issues, Reviewing,
Censorship, The Future.
Tickets (including lunch): £35 plus £6.12 VAT (£25 + £4.37 for
students in full-time education). Register and pay by email:
Simon.Dawes@ntu.ac.uk or by post: Simon Dawes, School of Arts,
Communication and Culture, Nottingham Trent University, Clifton
Lane, Nottingham NG11 8NS. Further information can be found at
http://human.ntu.ac.uk/writing
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INTERNATIONAL
2004 Boston Globe-Horn
Book Awards for Excellence
in Children's Literature
This year's winners are:
Picture Book: The Man Who Walked
between the Towers by Mordicai
Gerstein (Roaring Brook)
Fiction and Poetry: The Fire-Eaters by
David Almond (Delacorte/Hodder)
Nonfiction: An American Plague: The
True and Terrifying Story of the Yellow
Fever Epidemic of 1793 by Jim Murphy
(Clarion).

Aurealis Awards
Garth Nix's Abhorsen was the Winner of
the Fantasy Category and Joint Winner of
the Young Adult category and Mister
Monday was voted Winner of the
Children's (8-12) category. Both titles are
published by Collins.

2004 Astrid Lindgren
Memorial Award
Established by the Swedish government,
the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award is
awarded annually for authorship,
illustration and the promotion of reading
in the spirit of Astrid Lindgren. The aim
of the award is to uphold and increase
interest in literature for children and
young people around the world, and to

Produced by Tower Hamlets Libraries for
Black History Month 2004, Roots Reading is
an annotated book-list of titles which reflect
aspects of the Black experience in history,
combining classics and old favourites with
other more recent and intriguing choices.
The aim is to introduce readers to the depth
of this rich field of literature, and to
encourage and guide them to discover new
authors and books. As well as titles for
children and teenagers, arranged by age
group, it also includes a selection of adult
titles designed to tempt older students to
dip further into black history and literature.
Single copies may be obtained from the
Children's Library Service, tel: 020 7247
9510, email: childrenslibrary@towerham
lets.gov.uk

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor
Re. Alex Hamilton's All Time Greats
Bestsellers Chart (BfK No. 147). Surely
there are some omissions here. Haven't
Rosie's Walk (Pat Hutchins), Where the
Wild Things Are (Maurice Sendak) and
The Wind in the Willows (Kenneth
Grahame) sold as many as your lowest
total (459,975)?
Eileen Browne
13 Frenshaw Way, Pewsey, Wilts SN9 5HA

AWARDS
promote children's rights on a global level.
The award is administered by the Swedish
National Council for Cultural Affairs.
Brazilian writer, Lygia Bojunga, is the 2004
winner. She will use the prize money 'to
create a Foundation for the development of
cultural projects related to books, aimed
principally at disadvantaged children and
young people'.

NATIONAL
Best Book for Babies Award
Amazing Baby: I Love You! from the
Amazing Baby' series created by Mike Jolley
and David Ellwand (Templar Publishing,
£8.99) has won the Booktrust Best Book for
Babies Award.

Audio Dynamite: Spoken
Word Award winners
The 'Children, six and under
contemporary' award was won by Julia
Donaldson and Axel Scheffler's The
Smartest Giant in Town (Macmillan); the
'Children, six and over - contemporary'
award was won by J K Rowling's Harry
Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
(BBC/Cover to Cover); the 'Children's
Fiction' award was won by Philip Pullman's
The Tiger in the Well (BBC/Cover to Cover).

REGIONAL
Portsmouth Book Award
1,265 pupil judges decided the winner in

three categories following extensive
reading and debating. The Longer Novel
category was won by Anthony Horowitz's
Eagle Strike (Walker), the Shorter Novel
category by Michael Morpurgo's Cool!
(HarperCollins) and the Picture Book
category by Ruth Galloway's Smiley
Shark (Little Tiger). The Award is
administered by the City Library Service,
which works closely with school staff.

Southampton Favourite
Book to Share Award 2004
The winner of the Southampton
Favourite Book to Share Award 2004 is
Traffic Jamboree by Sue Nicholson,
illustrated by Christyan Fox (Campbell
Books). The Award, which is in its second
year, promotes the idea of sharing books
with pre-school children and is
supported by Southampton Library
Service and Southampton's Family
Learning Coordinator. The winner is
decided by the votes of Southampton's
parents, carers and children. This year
over 2,000 votes were received for a
shortlist of six books. The other books in
the shortlist were: Cheryl Willis Hudson's
Hands Can (Candlewick Press); John
Butler's Can You Cuddle Like a Koala?
(Orchard); David Wojtowycz's Scoop the
Digger (Orchard); Vivian French's
Lullaby Lion (Walker Books) and
Paulette Bogan's Goodnight Lulu
(Bloomsbury).

OBITUARIES •
Paula Danziger

1944-2004
Paula Danziger died on the afternoon of 8 July
2004 at St Luke's Hospital in New York City after
complications from a heart attack at age 59.
Danziger is best known as the author of The
Amber Brown series and for her novel The Cat
Ate My Gymsuit - one of the excuses that
overweight Marcy gives the gym teacher in
order to miss class. Celebrating its 30th
anniversary this autumn, The Cat Ate My
Gymsuit was both fresh and funny and it
quickly established Danziger as one of
America's most popular authors of light fiction
for young adults. In the 1990s Danziger had a
regular segment on the BBC's children's TV
show Alive and Kicking' for six years.

Anthony Buckeridge OBE
1912-2004

The author of more than 20 books about the
schoolboy hero Jennings and his friend
Darbishire at boarding school has died aged
92. Agelessly about ten, Jennings's adventures
began to appear in the 1950s. The books were
translated into 12 languages and sold more
than six million copies worldwide.
Reminiscent of Richmal Crompton's William,
Jennings' novels were similarly full of farcical
situations, stock characters and schoolboy
humour. Their comic appeal proved less
durable than that of William, but with the
interest generated in boarding school stories
by Harry Potter, they enjoyed a revival in the
1990s.

Antonia Forest
1915-2003

Jessica Yates writes...
Antonia Forest, the pen-name for Patricia
Rubinstein, intended to write for adults but
was overtaken by her increasing interest in
the Marlow family she created for her first
children's book, Autumn Term (1948). In all
she wrote ten books about the Marlows (a
family of parents, two brothers and six
sisters), two about their ancestor Nicholas
Marlow, who acted with Shakespeare, and a
'one-off', The Thursday Kidnapping.
Living in Bournemouth, she set the Marlow
books in the Dorset-Purbeck area,
fascinating and frustrating her fans who
tried to locate her imaginary towns and
other landmarks on the real map of Dorset.
Many of the places are real, but the
distances between them may not be. For
experienced readers, the saga is full of
literary allusions. Most readers identify with
Nicola, bookish yet active, who often
crosses swords with her boarding-school
teachers, traditionalists who seem to
oppose the girls' bright ideas and impose
harsh penalties just for the sake of it, to
develop their characters. The books both
celebrate and subvert the Marlows' rather
upper-class, conservative values, have a
cult following and of course a website
(google 'Antonia Forest' to find it, as also
details of the reprint programme). A
memorial conference is planned for next
July 2005 in Oxford.
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A wi&J/i b'
Cornelia Funke on a book
that fills the heart and mind
with lots and lots and lots of
people and places...
I bought Abarat by Clive Barker just
because of the pictures. Yes, that was
my first reason.
What strange and beautiful pictures! -

thought, when I saw the cover. And
when I opened the book, I discovered
tnat i1: is stuffed with pictures. They
pour from the pages. They make you
curious to hear the story. Later I
heard from Clive himself that he first
painted the pictures and then wrote
the story. The pictures tell him the
story. Adventurous, isn't it? Since I
read the words between the
pictures I know that the story is as

wonderful and unique as the pictures. Though it is a very dark
story this is a warning for children who won't want to be taken to very
dark places by a book. There is a lot of darkness and cruelty in Abarat,
especially on the island of Midnight. But there is also much warmth,
trust in life, and love, light, magic - and lots and lots of unforgettable

characters. Oh yes, and poems. I
loved the poems in Abarat (don't
worry, there are not too many).
Okay - what is this book about?
It takes you to the Abarat, a world
of 25 islands, whose inhabitants
call our world the Hereafter. On
each of the islands it is always the
same hour of the day, except for
the 25th island, where there is not
time (or all the time, as you like it).
On the island of Midnight, the
darkest place of the Abarat, it is
always midnight. On the island of
the 3rd hour in the afternoon it is
always ... yes, you got it. It is also a
story about a girl who finds out
she is more than she thought she
was (we all know this feeling).
It won't work, I thought, when I realised how many places and
characters Clive Barker was going to have in his story. But I was
wrong. It works miraculously well. It fills the heart and mind with lots
and lots and lots of people and places - and 25 magical islands.
This is a very mythical story, and when I learnt that Clive Barker has
an Irish father and an Italian mother, I was not surprised. He was born
a storyteller.
Abarat, written and illustrated by Clive Barker, is published by HarperCollins
(0 00 225952 4, £17.99 hbk, 0 00 651370 0, £6.99 pbk).
Cornelia Funke's latest book is Dragon Rider, translated by Anthea Bell and
Oliver Latsch, published by Chicken House (1 903434 90 4, £12.99 hbk).

pupils from Wells Cathedral School,
Somerset

The Opposite of Chocolate
Julie Bertagna, Macmillan
Young Picador, 0 330 39746 X,
£4.99 pbk
When I saw the cover of the book
in our school library I was
intrigued by it. The cover is
covered in Smarties with one lelly
Baby. I wondered what this book
could be about - could it be about
chocolate? But as the saying goes,
'Don't judge a book by its cover'.
The book is about a 14-year-old
girl called Sapphire who is
pregnant. She is faced with
aborting the baby or keeping it.
Pressured by her family, she meets
Gilbert in the forest one night.
(Gilbert is an arsonist who starts
fires at people's houses.) He too
exerts a different kind of pressure.
Will she make the right decision?
This book was included on the
Carnegie Medal longlist - but
should have been on the shortlist.
I really enjoyed it, but I would
class it as appropriate for girls
more than boys! Charlotte Davies
The Amulet of Samarkand
Jonathan Stroud, Doubleday,
0 385 60599 4, £12.99 hbk,
Corgi, 0 552 55029 9, £5.99 pbk
1 found this book to be a rewarding
and satisfying read. Although
rather lengthy, which may be
slightly off-putting, the plot is so
gripping, tense and exhilarating,
you will be glad there is so much to
read! The plot is cleverly
structured, with excitement and a
fast pace to hold interest. The
author's style is amusing and

GOOD READS

From the left:
Charlotte Davies, Tom Watson-Follett, Alice Penfold and Emma Bennett.

gripping and the settings are
excellent, especially the idea of a
modern-day London in a magical
world. The characters are unique
and interesting, especially the
djinni (genie), who gives us a
unique viewpoint into the story.
The footnotes are a funny
companion to the text, providing
humorous additions to the
unfolding events, but (this is my
only criticism) I feel they are
derived from Terry Pratchett's
explanatory footnotes. This is a
highly enjoyable book, better
perhaps than even the mighty
Potter in all aspects. I want the
sequel now! Tom Watson -Follett
A Gathering Light
Jennifer Donnelly, Bloomsbury,
0 7475 7063 9, £6.99 pbk
In 1906, Grace Brown is dragged
from the depths of Big Moose
Lake. Everybody believes that
Grace and a gentleman, Carl
Graham, both drowned while
boating. Only Mattie Gokey, a
dreamy teenager who lives with
her three sisters and her father,

knows the truth; she has Grace
Brown's letters in her possession.
As she reads them, she unravels
the layers of secrecy that surround
the mysterious death of Grace
Brown.
I thought that A Gathering Light
was a wonderful book. It had an
exciting plot and the characters
were interesting and well-
described. My favourite character
was Mattie; when she read Grace
Brown's letters she seemed to
really understand how Grace felt. I
admired the way she coped with
her family responsibilities, her
ambition to write books and her
first romance. My favourite part
was when Mattie was reading one
of Grace's letters and she
discovered a shocking secret
which answered all her questions
about the boating tragedy. Why
did Grace ask Mattie to burn all
her letters? Why did Carl Graham
take Grace boating? Why was
Grace so desperate for Carl to take
her away from her family and
marry her? Now Mattie knew. I

ks to
Sylvia Evans,

.chool Librarian

recommend that you read this
book and find out the answers for
yourself. Alice Penfold

The House of the Scorpion
Nancy Farmer, Simon &
Schuster, 0 689 83770 4, £5.99
pbk
'CLONE - A laboratory produced
exact copy of one thing or being.'
Clones are often thought of as
dangerous 'biting' creatures.
Matteo Alacrain is a clone, and to
most people around him he is not
a boy but a freak - a monster.
However, for El Patron, owner and
Lord of a land called Opium,
Mart's being is something as
precious as life itself. The Lord's
power-hungry family threatens
Matt's existence as he struggles to
understand who, or rather what,
he is. The mindless slaves of El
Patron - brain-dead 'eejits' serving
in the poppy-fields, and the vast
army of strong, mean bodyguards
surround Matt's everyday life.
From the living dead in the land of
Opium, Matt seeks escape, But he
is marked by his difference in ways
he himself does not recognise, and
the guarantee of freedom is not
given.

This vivid, heart-stopping and
mind-bending adventure is a
gripping and thrilling read. The
sinister grasping cast intrigues
each reader to continue, winding
their single special ways into the
mind and pulling the book-
reading victim into the world of
the land of Opium. Emma Bennett
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REVIEWS Books About Children's Books
Mother Goose's
Melody: or, sonnets
for the cradle

****With the original wood
engravings by Thomas Bewick,
introduction to the facsimile
by Nigel Tattersfield. Oxford:
Bodleian Library, 2003, 120pp,
1 85124 072 1, £9.95 pbk
Old Mother Goose materialised in
Paris at the end of the seventeenth
century telling folktales round the
fireside. How natural then that
when, in 1780, one of her English
publishers put together some folk
verses (probably assisted by Oliver
Goldsmith) he should assign the
authorship to her and call them her
melodies. At the conclusion he also
poked in some Shakespearian lyrics
by way of giving the exercise some
respectability.
The project looks to have been
wholly successful, judging first by
the forty-odd years during which the
work remained in print, and second
by the almost complete
disappearance of that forty-year
production run - 'read to bits' as the
saying goes. Nursery-rhyme
enthusiasts however will have had
some chance of access to the book
through a facsimile published in
1904 of the earliest surviving copy of
c.1791, but even this is now
something of a rarity so there is
every reason to welcome a fresh
facsimile, albeit from a slightly later
printing.
Many of these melodies suggest that
Old Mother Goose was a sharpish
character with a liking for mockery,
farce and general obstreperousness
on the lines of

/ won't be my father's Jack
I won't be my father's Gill
I will be the fiddler's wife,
And have music when I will.

But what, in historical terms, is most
notable is that over thirty of the
book's fifty-two rhymes (including
one in the Preface) are here
appearing in print for the first time
while at least another five are from
sources so remote that they may well
have been unknown to the editor.
And that makes for a slightly magical
mystery which the Melody shares
with its marvellous, but entirely
unrelated predecessor Tommy
Thumb's Pretty Song Book of 1744.
For was it solely a commercial

impulse that drove these eighteenth-
century editors to assemble
collections that have come to last in
essence down to the present day, and
how did they go about assembling
them anyway? From the roughness
of the contents here, and the
sometimes hiccuppy rhythms, a
direct transmission from 'the old
British nurses' seems more than
likely.
There is certainly a designing hand
behind the compilation with clear
evidence of an attempt to give order
to the disparate contents. And the
editor, seeking perhaps to defend
himself against accusations of
dabbling in trivia, supplies ironical
titles to some rhymes ('Ding dong
bell' is 'Plato's Song') and moral
maxims or pseudo-scholarly notes to
most. Above all - and this is the
foremost reason for the publishing of
this new facsimile - it can now be
shown that the wood engravings that
accompany all the rhymes (here
somewhat muddily printed on
unhelpful paper) are among the
early work of the great Thomas
Bewick of Newcastle upon Tyne.
Nigel Tattersfield, a leading authority
on Bewick, sets out a conclusive case
for the cuts being those ordered from
the Newcastle workshop in 1780 as
'small Fable cuts', and he gives
admirably full background details in
his Introduction to the publishing
history of this resonant little book.

BA

Coming of Age in
Children's Literature

***Margaret Meek and Victor
Watson, Continuum
'Contemporary Classics of
Children s Literature', 208pp,
0 8264 5842 4, £55.00 hbk
This is the fifth book to appear in this
series of critical studies, and I
wouldn't argue with the description
of the works of the authors under
discussion - Philippa Pearce, Jan
Mark and Cynthia Voigt - as
contemporary classics. Yet, after
reading the book, I'm still uncertain
about how these authors all fit into
the main theme.
1 had understood coming of age to
be about the point at which children
become adults and so, in modern
times at least, to be concerned with
adolescence. In his introduction,
although he goes back as far as

Bunyan and Defoe, Watson gives
some support to this idea by
considering a number of important
figures in recent writing for young
adults, from Salinger to Aidan
Chambers; and his contribution on
Voigt continues in this vein.
However, his preference for the term
'maturation' begins to stretch the
notion of coming of age; and in
Meek's essays on Pearce and Mark,
which cover the whole range of the
authors' work from picture books to
texts for older children, it becomes
completely elastic. Here, the
discussion is around the wider
theme of personal development, or,
as Watson puts it, 'significant
moments in personal history', which
can happen at any time in childhood
or adulthood.
The deeper focus makes for some
interesting criticism: about how
these writers address crucial points
in children's development and
provide their child and young adult
readers with imaginative resources
to understand and reflect upon their
own and others' experience.
Fascinating though this is, I am not
entirely convinced by the argument
that the relationship between author
and readers in these books is
'collaborative and exploratory', as
Watson writes of Voigt. The
discussion lacks the support of an
explicit critical framework and
overview. The essays are lengthy and
a blow-by-blow examination of one
text after another can be heavy going
when you are not quite sure where it
is all leading. To my mind, Watson
and Meek don't pay enough
attention to the wider social and
cultural values that shape the
narratives of writers of even this
calibre. CB

Darkness Visible:
Inside the World of
Philip Pullman

****Nicholas Tucker, Wizard
Books, 224pp, 1 84046 482 8,
£6.99 pbk
It's perhaps inevitable that
examination of Philip Pullman's life
and work will now be overshadowed
by 'His Dark Materials', not only
because of its amazing commercial
and critical success, but also because
Pullman himself seems to accept it
as his magnum opus. In this
enthusiastic and engaging guide,

Inside the World of

Pullman

Tucker leads us through the lower
slopes of Pullman's earlier works,
pressing ever upward to explore the
heights of the trilogy itself, mixing
plot summaries with critical insights,
glimpses back at Pullman's literary
influences, and excursions into
some of the more obscure regions of
Pullman country, even attempting to
penetrate the murky maze of the
meaning of 'dust'. Tucker recognises
that anyone trying to follow a
coherent ideological route through
the trilogy, particularly around the
question of good and evil, is faced
with signposts pointing in a number
of different directions, but
understandably argues that the
sheer excitement and invention of
the journey is more than enough. As
usual, Tucker wears his knowledge
lightly, drawing on his background in
psychology and introducing other
contemporary children's books into
the argument. The result is a book
which will be of interest to the young
Pullman enthusiast, the general
reader and the more earnest student
of children's literature, although,
from the last point of view, it's a pity
that it doesn't have an index. Tucker
has no pretensions to a full literary
biography, but his opening
biographical sketch features a
captivating range of photos of the
young Pullman, including pullover,
tie and Brylcreem studio portrait at
age eight, and bare-chested brigand
at age twenty-six (all by kind
permission of the author himself).

CB

REVIEWS Under 5s Pre-School/Nursery/lnfant
Numbers and Shapes
Discovery Cards

0 stars
Scholastic 'Baby Einstein', 29
cards, 0 439 96350 8, £7.99
novelty board

Van Gogh's World of
Colour

0 stars
Julie Aigner-Clark, Scholastic
'Baby Einstein', 14pp, 0 439
96351 6, £4.99 board
Here's a good idea. Instead of having

everyday conversations with your
toddler where counting crops up,
and chattering on about the shapes
around you, you sit the child down
and flash 'Baby Einstein' cards at
them. You hold up a photo of two
cereal bowls and bark, 'What shape
are the bowls?'. Now, tell me, what
would you answer? I'm blowed if I
know what shape they are. Sort of
round with curvy bits, and those bits
probably go down inside, and that's a
round edge, and that's a sharp edge.
There's not enough space here to
describe just how bad these cards
are, and how harmful they are in
their intent. A child forced to spend

time on these will learn what a
bizarre and meaningless world they
are growing up in. Pulp them, I say.
Here's another good idea. Give your
toddler (or baby, aged nine months
and up) this 'Baby Einstein' board
book of badly produced Van Gogh
prints to make sense of. Expect your
baby to decode swirling landscapes,
a jumble of boats, a vase of fading
sunflowers, and a dark lane. Focus
on the colours of the bad prints, and
ask daft questions like 'What time of
year do you think it is in this painting
- winter, spring, summer or
autumn?' Expect your nine-month-
old to say, 'Oh, indubitably autumn,

mother, as the leaves are turning
gold.' Tell me, what kind of snobbish,
culture-dead, child-torturing adult
would inflict this rubbish on a child?
Poor old Van Gogh. SE

The Gruffalo's Child

*****Julia Donaldson, ill. Alex
Scheffler, Macmillan, 32pp,
1 405 02045 8, £10.99 hbk
Despite her father's warning about
the dangers of the deep dark wood,
the Gruffalo's child ventures out one
snowy night on the trail of the
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terrible 'Big Bad Mouse'. Tracks in the
snow lead her to snake, owl and fox.
There's no sign of the dreaded mouse
until moonlight and imagination
turn a seemingly tasty snack into
something monstrous.
Donaldson's rhyming text reads
aloud like a dream. With questions to
ensure maximum engagement and
keep listeners on the edge of their
seats, the reader's imagination is
utilised to build the anticipation of
discovery through cleverly laid visual
cues in Scheffler's dark, wintry forest
scenes. Altogether a spine-tingling,
mock scary delight: not to be missed.

IB

Who Will Sing My Puff-
a-bye?

****Charlotte Hudson, ill. Mary
McQuillan, Bodley Head, 32pp,
0 370 32666 0, £10.99 hbk

How Do You Feel?

***Gillian Liu, ill. Jane Green,
Evans, 24pp, 0 237 52692 1,
£4.99 pbk
It is made clear by a foreword at the
beginning of this book and by the
activities given at the end that How
Do You Feel? is intended as a tool for
teaching language skills, to be shared
by parent and child. The main
character, a little boy, has a busy
week during which he runs the
gamut of emotions, feeling in turn
shy, happy, cross, proud, scared,
brave, sad, lonely, excited and sleepy.
A range of faces at the top of each
page show him exhibiting each of
these feelings. The large print, very
black on the page, the simple
sentences and the bright, basic
illustrations are designed to look like
something out of the classroom,
and, indeed, there is a Big Book
version (0 237 51888 0, £17.99) which
will be useful there. Children and
parents can share not only the
discussion of all the emotions
involved but also the beginnings of
language skills. ES

One to Ten and Back
Again

*****
Sue Heap and Nick Sharratt,
Puffin, 40pp, 0 670 89445 1,
£10.99 hbk

The arrival of a new child-minder
can be worrying for a young child,
and this story will be useful in many
homes, nurseries and classrooms.
Crossfire, a small dragon, is most put
out when Mummy gets a job as a
firelighter in some unheated
volcanoes. He thinks of every trick in
the book to persuade her that
neither he nor sibling Puffing Billy
will cope without her, testing her
motherly skills to the limit. The
child-minder, Smokescreen, is a
different colour from them, she
breathes out green smoke, and she
speaks in a strange way. She doesn't
cook breakfast like Mummy's nor
does she know the rules for playing I
Fry... in fact, she's a disaster.
Smokescreen, of course, wins them
round so when Mummy announces
one night, at Puff-a-bye time, that no
longer will Smokescreen be looking
after them, but Bonfire instead... yet
more tantrums! Amazingly
expressive pictures of the dragons
help to tell a tale that is wonderfully
humorous and reassuring for any
child adjusting to a new child-
minder. GB

This is a gorgeous counting book. A
girl called Sue and a boy called Nick
count their way up and down
through this book. It seems simple:
two woolly gloves, two shiny shoes,
three round buttons, four bright
bows... But look again, and there are
three T-shirt hearts with the four
bows, and six flowers with five pigs,
and no end of things to notice. There
are stripes and spots and stars, plain
things and patterned things. Nick
has nine chocolate biscuits to eat, all
the same. Sue has ten iced fancies to
choose from. (Oh, and while she
ponders, her arm is covering one of
the T-shirt hearts. Nice.) Counting
down again is challenging, because
we have six butterflies all jumbled up
with five bumble bees. And you can
count a hundred stars at the end, if
you're really into counting. SE

The Very Ugly Bug

***Liz Pichon, Little Tiger Press,
32pp, 1 84506 016 4, £9.99 hbk
The first endpaper invites readers to
become familiar with the heroine of

this book, her wonky orange head
supported by a hairy, scarlet body.
ALL bugs are ugly, but this one takes
the biscuit for ugliness. Run-of-the-
mill bugs line up to admire 'the
coolest, most wicked' bug
imaginable. But being this different
means she's ripe target for hungry
birds. Adding leaves and wings in an
effort to appear like other bugs
results in becoming more
conspicuous, and, on turning the
page, we spot a large bird zooming
towards her. How she escapes being
eaten is skilfully managed through
text and pictures, with lots of
searching on each page to see how
the other bugs interact. Pichon uses
clear descriptive language in the
text, enabling the reader to
anticipate action and also reflect on
what the ugliest bug was attempting
to do. The illustrations are simple in
line, in bold, clear colours, creating a
story that explores coming to terms
with being different. GB

Teddybear Blue

***Malachy Doyle, ill. Christina
Bretschneider, Frances
Lincoln, 32pp, 1 84507 001 1,
£10.99 hbk
This is essentially a song of devotion
and unconditional love to a beloved
blue bear sung by a small girl
narrator. One needs to be an
accomplished reader aloud to get
the best from Doyle's rhyming text
that works best as a kind of upbeat
chant.
A playful exuberance springs from
the scenes, which portray very much
a child-centred view of things; and
young children love helping to spot
the elusive ted hiding in each double
spread. Both Teddybear Blue and his
child are enormously appealing; the
former with his 'fliffy-fluffy haircut',
bulbous turn and 'funny little
[trainer] shoes' and the latter with
her wayward blonde hair, chubby
face and spindly legs. Immediately
endearing too are her lumpy toys
with their modelled, rather than
drawn appearance: even the
typeface has a child's hand look
about it. JB

Wanda's First Day

****Mark Sperring, ill. The Pope
Twins, Chicken House, 32pp,
1 904442 13 7, £10.99 hbk
Mum shouting, 'Remember to be
wicked at school,' makes a great start
to this book, on the theme of being
different. There are talking points on
every spread, for each page is filled
with labelled potions, bubble-
trouble, moth juice or frogspawn
and rat tail yogurt. Wanda the witch

flies off to school on her very first
day, but feels somewhat out of place
on arrival. The 'pink' pictures tell us
she is in a fairy classroom, where
beautiful Miss Dewdrop, the teacher,
brushes her worries aside, saying
everyone feels strange on their first
day. But, no wings, no wand, just a
broomstick, and tentacle sand-
wiches to share with fairy
Willowpeachbreath? These differ-
ences certainly confuse Wanda. An
interesting, unexpected ending, and
the illustrations reveal lots which is
unspoken in the text, to delight the
child used to reading pictures.

GB

Dog Blue

*****Polly Dunbar, Walker, 40pp,
0 7445 5781 X, £9.99 hbk

Bert ie pa! ted Blue

Blue wagged his tail.

Sometimes 'less is more', as this
elegant, charming little book
demonstrates. Bertie wants a blue
dog. He wants a blue dog more than
anything in the world. He pats his
pretend blue dog. He takes his
pretend blue dog for walks and he
throws sticks for his pretend blue
dog. Suddenly, a real dog comes
along looking for an owner. The only
problem, of course, is that he isn't
blue. He's spotty. So spotty dog is
given the name Blue and the two
friends are soon immersed in the all
the games that Bertie had dreamed
of, and others besides. The author
cleverly combines word and image,
using only vignettes of the
characters and no backgrounds,
showing how much pace and
movement can be generated
through good design with careful
attention to scale, picture space and
background colour. A nicely
understated theme gently emerges,
reminding us that good things don't
always come in the form that we
expect them. MS

My Daddy is a Giant
DUAL LANGUAGE ****
Carl Norac, ill. Ingrid Godon,
Mantra, 32pp, Polish/English,
184444 3671, £7.50 pbk
The lovely illustrations in this book
perfectly convey the warmth of the
father son relationship related in the
text.

My daddy is a, giant.
When I want to cuddle him,
I have to climb a ladder.

The rich, subtle colours and the
pastel like texture of the pictures are
very appealing. The Polish text is
printed in a font that clearly
differentiates it from the English one
below it. The layout of the latter on
three of the pages visually
dramatises the semantic content:
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Editor's
Choice
Jasper's Bath

*****Anna Currey, Oxford, 32pp,
0 19 279153 2, £10.99 hbk,
0 19 272534 3, £4.99 pbk
Selfish and aggressive, Jasper the
rhinoceros wants the watering hole
all to himself. He is rude to the
birds, he glares at the gazelles and
he even chases Whiskers the rat far
into the bush when he asks if he
can join Jasper in the water. But on
his return to 'his' watering hole,
Jasper finds it occupied by
someone even larger and more
selfish than he is... How Jasper
comes to realise how unpleasantly

he behaves and his wish to change is
told with a light and amusing touch,
the whole enlivened by Currey's
expressive line and wash illust-
rations in which character and
mood are deftly conveyed. A moral
tale that is low key in the telling and
subtly humorous. RS

When we play football, my daddy
always wins.
He can kick the ball as high as the
moon.

Here, the layout of the last line is
made to mimic the curve of the
football up towards the moon. Pride
and comfort are perfectly conveyed
through both text and illustration:

When my daddy runs, the ground
shakes as if it was scared.
But I'm not scared of anything
when I'm in my daddy's arms.

The pictures, so wonderfully
expressive, could easily be used to
invite young children to provide
possible thought or speech bubbles
for the father and son. (Available in
31 dual language editions.) UC

Little Rabbit Goes to
School

*****Harry Horse, Puffin, 32pp,
0 670 91283 2, £10.99 hbk
There's an old-fashioned charm to
the pen and watercolour illust-
rations in this book - the cosy setting
and the range of emotions felt by the
little rabbits at school draw the
reader into the world of Little Rabbit.
As a first day at school story, this one
is engagingly told. Little Rabbit takes
along his favourite toy, a little
wooden horse on wheels, and from
the moment he wakes up, prepares
Charlie Horse for their first day -

brushing his tail and reminding him
en route that they mustn't be late.
Mama has told Little Rabbit not to
open his lunch box until lunchtime.
Unfortunately, Charlie Horse is of
another opinion and Little Rabbit
ends up 'having to' eat the contents.
At playtime, Little Rabbit won't let
anyone play with Charlie Horse but
changes his mind at lunchtime when
his classmates, seeing his empty
lunchbox, share their food with him.
Throughout the school day, Charlie
Horse participates in activities, with
disruptive consequences. Little
Rabbit tries to keep him in check but
you know how difficult it can be...
The teacher keeps her cool with
recognisable forbearance.
By the end of his first day at school,
Little Rabbit has decided it's best to
leave Charlie Horse at home. There's
much in the story to captivate the
interest of young readers - they'll
relate to the security and comfort a
familiar toy can provide in an
unfamiliar situation, as well as to
how it can also get in the way! A
super book to share with the very
young. UC

Pooh! Is That You,
Bertie?

***David Roberts, Little Tiger,
32pp, 1 84506 010 5, £10.99 hbk
Books concerned with what used to

be described as 'unmentionable'
matters is a recent publishing
phenomenon. On the whole this is a
good thing: young people should
know that these are natural
functions and breaking the taboo
around their discussion may help to
overcome the inability that some
adults experience in talking about
abnormalities or malfunctions. Most
of these books concern what might
be summed up (loosely) as bowel
function. And among their number
we find publications which range
between the highly informative, the
humorous and, in adult perception,
the crudely vulgar - the latter
tending to be very popular with
certain sections of a young audience.
Roberts' latest book features Bertie
who 'likes making smells' and is not
shy about doing so wherever he is: at
the dentist, the art gallery, in a cafe.
The tellings off he gets for this he
regards as unjust as he reflects on the
duplicity of others who cover up
their eruptions in various ways. For
instance 'when Mum lets off a pool,
she coughs'. Granny blames the cat,
sister Suzy waits until she thinks no
one is listening and then she sounds
liker a brass band. So, he concludes,
'everybody does it'.
Roberts' vigorous, sketchy artwork is
light-hearted, cleverly catching the
humour of the situations observed
by Bertie in a useful and enjoyable
take on a delicate topic. VC

The Beatles Yellow
Submarine

***Adapted by Charlie Gardner
from the screenplay, designed
by Fiona Andreanelli based on
artwork by Heinz Edelmann,
Walker, 40pp, 0 7445 8652 6,
£12.99 hbk
Walker Books have here bravely
attempted to translate Heinz
Edelmann's original psychedelic
artwork of the 1960s film into picture
book format. The 'narrative' loosely
follows those wicked old Blue
Meanies as they try to attack
Pepperland, only to be thwarted by
the power of Love. Parents of a
certain vintage such as this writer
will relish the opportunity to
impersonate the voices of John, Paul,
Ringo and George, and children will
love the gratuitous nonsense of the
text. If the reaction of my own four-
year-old is anything to go by, this
book could spark a whole new

generation of interest in the Beatles.
Fiona Andreanelli's design cleverly
manipulates the various elements of
the film imagery into a pleasingly
produced book. MS

I am a Diplodocus
0 340 89381 8

1 am a Quetzalcoatlus
0 340 89380 X
NON-FICTION

*****Karen Wallace, ill. Mike
Bostock, Hodder, 32pp, £10.99
each hbk

Still remembering her splendid
Think of an Eel, I've been hoping for
some time to find some more Karen
Wallace to read, and, Whooopee!,
here we are. I'm not much of a one
for 'dinosaurs' but these two are a
delight. To start with I've never
known whether 'Diplodocus' should
rhyme with 'Hocus pocus' or end
'ploddocus', and the preliminaries
tell me either is acceptable, so that's
all right.
And then there's Wallace's masterly
way with words. Pared to a minimum
with no syllable wasted, these two
texts are comparable with Mayne or
Morpurgo - they could happily join
an anthology of verse or be set to
music. Each one tells us of an
engaging creature's way of life, the
dangers it faces from other
contemporaries and, eventually, its
way of death. Books like this pave the
way for an absorbing interest in
fossils and the prehistory pantheon.
If they'd been available 60 years ago,
I'd probably be more of a one for
'dinosaurs' than I am. Absolutely
great! And, oh yes, fine pictures from
Mike Bostock. For anyone from 3 to
10. TP

REVIEWS 5-8 Infant/Junior
Is it Because?

****Tony Ross, Andersen, 32pp,
1 84270 296 3, £9.99 hbk
The young lad in this picture book is
a philosophical sort, and he
ruminates with his dog over one of
life's big questions: why do bullies do
what they do? He comes up with
some remarkable answers. Perhaps
his own particular bully 'hasn't a dog'
or is 'as thick as a log'. Or perhaps he
'misses his mum' or 'still sucks his
thumb'. In the end he finds the most
satisfying answer: 'he'd rather be me'.
It's an old story told with Ross's
freshness and originality - a liked
and well-sorted lad being bullied by
one with low self-esteem - told in

such a way that we can feel for both
bully and bullied. The vintage Ross
illustrations amply display the
characteristics of both. ES

Yakov and the Seven
Thieves

*****Madonna, ill. Gennady Spirin,
Puffin, 32pp, 0 14 138049 7,
£12.99 hbk
It's not every day that the
opportunity arises to collaborate
with an international star, especially
one as talented as Gennady Spirin. It
seems all the more perplexing then
that this brilliant artist's name does
not appear on the cover of this book.
The Russian born Spirin's extra-

ordinary, anachronistic artworks
flow from a northern European
tradition of genre painting
exemplified by Bruegel, and he is
one of the truly outstanding artists
working in children's books today. In
Yakov and the Seven Thieves, village
cobbler Yakov and his wife Olga are
in despair as their son Mikhail
wastes away from a mystery illness.
Finally, the father visits the wise old
man of the village in a desperate
attempt to save his ailing son. The
old man promises to pray for the boy,
but the gates of heaven turn out to
be locked. As the boy nears his end
the wise one comes up with an
ingenious plan to invite the rogues,
thieves, pickpockets and vagabonds
of the village to pray for his recovery.
It is their ability to pick their way

through the locked gates that brings
about the boy's recovery.
The book is dedicated 'to naughty
children everywhere', and is, it has to
be said, a thoroughly uplifting read.
Print and production quality do full
justice to Spirin's exquisite pictures.

MS

Abel and the Wolf

***Sergio Lairla, ill. Alessandra
Roberti, trans. Marianne
Martens, North-South, 32pp,
0 7358 1902 5, £9.99 hbk
On leaving home, Abel is equipped
with three gifts, all material and
practical, by both his parents.
Having made a j ourney of many days
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he reaches a dark forest where he
decides to settle. Unfortunately for
our hero, the forest belongs to a wolf
who has reservations about Abel's
intrusion into his woods. When Abel
invites the wolf to join him for
dinner the wolf sees his opportunity
to be rid of the intruder but his plans
misfire. Instead, Abel nurses the wolf
back to well-being following an
accident to his paws and the wolf
sees that there is more to be gained
from sharing the forest with his new
friend.
Measured text conveys more than is
actually written on the page and
merges with Roberti's artwork to give
a sense of the dynamic operating
between boy and wolf. Fluidity of
line and a graduated use of colour
convey movement and meaning in
each episode of the unfolding
drama. The opening and closing
endpapers are worth noting too in a
book where production values are
high. VC

Those
Messy

Hempels

Those Messy Hempels

****Brigitte Luciani, ill. Vanessa
Hie, trans. J Alison James,
North-South, 32pp,
0 7358 1909 2, £9.99 hbk
Every (normal) family will identify
with the Hempels: mother, father
(presumably) and two young
children. We are never actually
introduced to the characters as
individuals. Instead they move as a
unit through the pages, cleaning,
tidying, sorting different rooms in
their house and all the time
searching for a missing whisk
needed to make a cake.
This element of narrative distancing
blends well with the sophisticated,
stylised artwork. Perspectives are
flattened giving a wide-range view of
each site of chaos before and after it
is restored to order. In each room an
object belonging to another room is
found, leading the family into the
next locus of their whirlwind
ordering of its contents. The pages
are borderless, incorporating the
viewer into the activity and
compelling an examination of the
household detritus strewn about.
Even the garden receives attention
when a rake is found in the
bathroom. Text on each page-
opening ends with a question about
the true home for the stray object,
further encouraging a turning of the
pages and an involvement with the
search for the missing whisk.
And of course the whisk is found and
this seemingly endlessly energetic
family make their cake and settle
down to eat it in their once more

messy kitchen. A superb picture
book with something for all the
family. VC

Jill and the Beanstalk
DUAL LANGUAGE ***
Manju Gregory, ill. David
Anstey, Mantra, 32pp,
Albanian/English,
1 84444 085 0, £7.50 pbk
Jack's sister, Jill, plays the lead role in
this version of the familiar tale. Jack
is in bed, nursing his head after
falling down the hill. The story is told
in rhyme with allusions to various
(mostly well-known) nursery rhymes
dotted throughout for the reader to
pick out. All the nursery rhymes
alluded to are helpfully supplied, in
full, at the end of the book. The
beginning sets the scene superbly:
Jack climbed a hill with his sister
Jill./ Jack fell down and now he's ill./
There's nothing to eat, they're feeling
sad./ If only the giant hadn't
swallowed their dad.' So of course,
it's up to Jill to sell the cow and
embark on the adventures that Jack
would have been destined for had he
not hurt his head. The rest of the
story follows the course of events
familiar to us, all told in rhyme.
It's a clever idea, imaginatively
illustrated (I particularly like
Anstey's depiction of the giant, a
combination of pirate and clown)
and is likely to have instant appeal.
It's a title you want to pick up and
look at. Providing a translation for a
story in rhyme must be quite a
challenge - I always wonder how
successfully it's been achieved.
(Available in 22 dual language
editions.) UC

The Boat

***Helen Ward, ill. Ian Andrew,
Templar, 40pp, 1 84011 402 9,
£9.99 hbk
Ward is known as an illustrator of
exceptional talent, but she is a fine
writer too and here she allows her
text to be visualised by another
artist, Ian Andrew. It's a variation on
the Noah theme, a great flood, a
boat, an old man and his animals. A
village is perched on a hill that looks
across to another hill where only the
strange old man and his beasts live.
The occupants of the two hills live in
mutual suspicion but one young boy
from the village warms to the old
man and his flock. And it is the boy
who saves the day as the rains arrive,
turning the hill-tops into islands and
threatening to wash away the
animals. This is a gentle tale of the
breaking down of barriers between
people and communities. The book
is designed and produced to the
usual Templar high standards.
Andrew's grainy pencil drawings are
embellished with the minimum of
colour that is economically
distributed. The heavy directional
pencil shading can be a little
overbearing but the book delivers a
powerful and poetic message. MS

Donald and the...
0 8109 4836 2

Donald Has a Difficulty
0 8109 4835 4

****
Peter F Neumeyer, ill. Edward
Gorey, New York: Harry N
Abrams, 48pp, £8.95 each hbk
1 was minded to say that people

HE forgot to think of markets, battles, strings.
When Donald's mother touched the wound with cotton
clipped in ajcohol, Donald shouted loudty,'0hmy,how that hurts!1

would be pleased to see this reissue
of two picture books by Edward
Gorey dating from 1969 and 1970
and not previously, I think, available
in Britain. But after an admittedly
small survey I find that Britain is
largely ignorant of Edward Gorey
and certainly not up to
acknowledging him as one of the
great masters of book illustration of
the twentieth century.
Peter Neumeyer, who (among other
avocations) taught children's
literature at the University of San
Diego, acknowledges in two separate
postscripts to these 'Donald' books
that they were done in close
association with the artist and they
do indeed possess one of his
hallmark attributes: phenomenal
powers of design applied to wilfully
fatuous stories, not unlike those that
feature shaggy dogs. In the first,
Donald (a little old man of a child)
finds a white worm in the garbage
can - a receptacle of rococo
splendour - and after sixteen page-
openings we find out what it is. In
the second, Donald gets a splinter in
his calf 'when he pushed a tree' and
the rest of the book is occupied by
his stately mother undertaking a
painful extraction with 'a tray of
instruments'. The formal cadences of
Neumeyer's brief texts, matched by
the wondrous precision of Corey's
designs, set up what is really a satire
on the raucous indiscipline of so
many of our contemporary picture-
book makers. Perhaps that's why
recognition is lacking. BA

Dogs Don't Do Dishes

***Rebecca Lisle, ill. Tim
Archbold, Andersen Tigers
'Read Alone', 64pp,
1 84270 314 5, £4.99 pbk
Here is an inventor called Tom, who
has just invented a dog. The bosses
at the institute are not all that
impressed: 'Dogs have already been
invented', but then they never get to
know him - for he is not just an
invention, but has a heart too. The
first family he meets are pretty
dreadful people, which Archbold's
hilarious illustrations make clear to
us. How he then ends up happily
with a girl who really appreciates
him makes a gently humorous story
which will appeal to dog owners
both real and potential. RL

How to Conker the
World

***Kathy Ashford, ill. Paul Parks,
Andersen Tigers 'Read Alone',
64pp, 1 84270 321 8, £3.99 pbk
What would you do if you were a
teacher and a conker flew off its
string and hit you in the neck? Miss
Jones makes Seb find or make up a

list of twenty uses of conkers that do
not involve being whirled around on
a string. For any other child, it may
have been a fitting punishment, but
for Seb it is an open invitation to let
his creativity run wild, with results
that will have children turning pages
fast to see what happens next. The
slapstick element in the story will
appeal to a lot of children, reluctant
readers included. RL

How to be a Detective

***Barbara Mitchelhill, ill. Tony
Ross, Andersen Tigers 'Read
Alone', 64pp, 1 84270 360 9,
£3.99 pbk
Many children have tried being
detectives or mystery solvers at one
time or another, but without as
many disastrous results as those of
Damian Drooth Supersleuth.
Reminiscent of the William books by
Richmal Crompton, but aimed at a
younger age, the predicaments that
Damian and his friends encounter
will be familiar but also extremely
funny. Ross's illustrations always
attract me, and his ability to catch
people's expressions with just a line
or two is just as wickedly accurate as
ever. The irony that Mitchelhill uses
will not be lost on adults either,
which should add to the enjoyment
of reading this book aloud to
children. RL

The Human Body
Agnes Vandewiele and
Michele Lancina, ill. Alice
Charbin, 1 84234 236 3

Babies
Agnes Vandewiele, ill. Anne
Wilsdorf, 1 84234 262 2

Safari Animals
Agnes Vandewiele and
Michele Lancina, ill. Jerome
Ruillier, 1 84234 237 1

Whales and Dolphins
Agnes Vandewiele and
Michele Lancina, ill. Nathalie
Choux, 1 84234 235 5

Dinosaurs
Agnes Vandewiele and
Michele Lancina, ill. Clotilde
Perrin, 1 84234 233 9

Knights and Castles
Agnes Vandewiele, ill. Charles
Dutertre, 1 84234 234 7
NON-FICTION

****Cherrytree 'All You Need to
Know About...', 40pp, £5.99
each hbk
Three cheers for Cherrytree for
acquiring this stylish and enter-
taining little series from French

Q
The Human Body

|
jl
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publisher Larousse. Hitting the right
note with non-fiction for infant
readers is no easy task, but many
French publishers seem to achieve it
with an idiosyncratic flair that is all
too often lacking in home-grown
product. Knights and Castles is just
the answer for a reluctant reader (a
boy probably) and its busyness is like
a delightfully manic cross between
the Bayeux Tapestry and Richard
Scarry. Whales and Dolphins is
similarly engaging. The Human
Body is let down somewhat by its

plodding text as though the
translator had a fit of prudishness in
the face of all that French nudity and
couldn't decide whether to opt for
'navel' or 'tummy button', 'anus1 or
'bottom'. Its companion Babies is
redeemed by the sheer energy and
humour of its illustrations. Safari
Animals is somewhat quirky and you
have the sense that the English
editor was baffled by the choice of
subject matter. Dinosaurs is
certainly the weakest of the pack, as
though the French publisher hasn't

Knights and
Castles

quite caught on to the dinosaur fever
that grips the rest of the world, and
the artwork is just not up to scratch.
Nevertheless the production is first
class with tactile padded covers and
a neat square format. Highly
recommended for infant class
libraries and good enough for
birthday gifts. SU

REVIEWS 8-10 Junior/Middle
Sugar Bag Baby

***Susan Gates, ill. Sebastien
Braun, Orchard Green Apples,
80pp, 1 84362 071 5, £3.99 pbk
Everyone in town loves Sugar Bag
Baby, and feels responsible for him.
After all, when he was born,
weighing only as much as a bag of
sugar, they had all helped raise the
money for the special incubator
which kept him alive. Each year his
survival is celebrated and the
humiliating pictures of him in said
incubator, fluffy white mittens and
girly bonnet are published again.
This is, of course, quite dreadful for
Sugar Bag Baby, real name
Christopher, particularly as
secondary school is looming. How
can he get rid of such an awful nick-
name? Can he ever stop having to be
grateful?
Gates' novels are always multi-
layered with lots for the reader to
think about, though they never
become didactic, and this is typical
of her writing. The tone is light
throughout and the resolution a
funny and perceptive celebration of
the best, and worst, of human
nature. AR

Our Teacher's Gone
Bananas
POETRY

**John Foster, ill. Lizzie Finlay,
Oxford, 96pp, 0 19 276317 2,
£4.99 pbk
I can't help but think this should
have been better edited. At 96 pages
it's a long collection full of too many
clumsy, cliched rhymes and cringy
puns. It's easy to give up on this
collection and miss the poems worth
sharing, like the series of poems on
grammar or some of the nonsense
rhymes. Nothing really remained
with me after reading this, except the
cliche 'quality not quantity'. TE

Once Upon a Poem:
Favourite Poems that
Tell Stories
POETRY

*****Foreword by Kevin Crossley-
Holland, ill. Peter Bailey, Sian
Bailey, Carol Lawson and
Chris McEwan, Chicken
House, 128pp, 1 90442 31 5,
£14.99 hbk
This would make a lovely gift book
for any child. Using a tried and true
formula, the book asks 15 writers to
'champion' their favourite story
poem. Who wouldn't be intrigued to
read their favourite writers' choices?

Smile!

**

This type of anthology does tend to
throw up the usual suspects, but then
shouldn't every child be read
'Jabberwocky' at some stage? Most of
the choices are classic poems, but it's
nice to see Auden and Dahl taking
their place in this collection. The
book has four illustrators, which
keeps the visual interest high. I would
have preferred a bit more from the
writer about why they chose the
poem, but clearly they were given a
very tight word limit, perhaps not to
distract us from their choices. This is
a beautifully produced book, full of
wonderful poems. TE

The Secret Life of
Jamie B, Superspy

***CeriWorman, Orchard, 128pp,
1 84362 389 7, £4.99 pbk
What boy hasn't dreamed of being
James Bond? Jamie B certainly has
and for most of the time, even when
washing cars as a holiday job, he's
preoccupied with his vivid fantasy
lifestyle.
Fortunately, the car salesroom
provides ample scope for him to mix
daydreams and reality: for a start,
there's the gorgeous receptionist, 17-
year-old Katie 'Kitty' Cat, and then
he discovers that dastardly deeds are
afoot involving stolen cars and drug
dealing.
Jamie manages to beat the baddies -
even though he doesn't get the girl -
but it's not as easy and definitely a lot
scarier than it is in the films.
Fortunately M (aka Mum) is on hand
to dole out practical advice. This is
an entertaining, pacy adventure
story with a wide appeal. Subject
matter plus the short, action packed
chapters and equally short, choppy
sentences make it one to
recommend even to reluctant and
less able readers. AR

Geraldine McCaughrean,
ill. Ian McCaughrean, Oxford,
128pp, 0 19 271961 0, £4.99 pbk
After his light aircraft crashes in the
desert, Flash finds himself living
with a tribe in the middle of
nowhere. The people have never
seen a camera before and are scared
of it, that is until they see the
photographs it takes. Flash has 10
exposures left, and has to decide
how best to use them.
The book has an eye-catching red
cover with an instant photograph in
the centre which has a 'mirrored'
surface so you can see your own
reflection. The detailed black and
white illustrations depict each of the
10 photographs, and really help
bring the story to life.
The idea is a good and thought-
provoking one but, unlike the
colourful personalities in
McCaughrean's Six Storey House,
the book suffers from poor char-
acterisation. The main character,
Flash, is difficult to identify with - he
turns out to be a married man with a
family of his own - the tribespeople
are stereotyped and the references to
'primitive people' are reminiscent of
a colonial diary rather than a
children's book.
The photographic terminology is
overdone and makes it a difficult
read for this age-group. The
narrative is helped enormously by
the wonderful illustrations, but
overall I found it a disappointing
read. SG

Iron Town Boy

**Anne Ahmed, Pont Books,
148pp, 1 84323 337 1, £4.99 pbk
Ahmed's novel is set during the
industrial revolution and explores
the sense of tremendous change it
created, both exhilarating and
frightening for the ordinary people.
We see the world through the eyes of
Gwilym, a young Welsh boy, recently
orphaned, who leaves the turf hut
which has been his home all his life
to find work in the growing
metropolis of Iron Town. The book is
packed with information - from
details of the process involved in
producing iron to the effectiveness
of willow as a tooth brush while
Gwilym even gets to ride with John
Trevithick on the maiden journey of
his steam locomotive.
This would be a very useful book for
any child studying the industrial
revolution, and an additional plot in
which Gwilym foils an attempted

robbery adds drama. Character-
isation is weak though and for all his
adventures Gwilym fails to come
alive as a character. AR

Measle and the
Wrathmonk

****Ian Ogilvy, ill. Chris Mould,
Oxford University Press, 200pp,
0 19 271952 1, £8.99 flexi
Normally when presented with a
celebrity's children's book the heart
sinks - but Ian 'The Saint' Ogilvy's
first novel for children is a triumph, a
hugely inventive Dahl-esque
adventure in which the pace never
flags and the reader's attention never
allowed to waver.
Measle is a miserable, mistreated
orphan living with his thoroughly
unpleasant, decidedly strange
guardian Basil Tramplebone. When
Measle dares to play with his uncle's
fabulous model railway his life
becomes even worse: Basil shrinks
him to the size of one of the tiny
figures on the model - and leaves
him as a treat for his pet bat. But
Measle finds other miniaturised
human victims of Tramplebone's
anger on the model and, with a
resourcefulness and courage he
never knew he had, leads them in a
desperate battle against bat, Basil -
and finally Basil in the form of a giant
cockroach.
Mould's illustrations and even the
glorious day-glo plastic cover add to
the book's irresistible appeal. AR
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The Giants and the
Joneses

****Julia Donaldson, ill. Paul Hess,
Egmont, 208pp, 1 4052 0760 4,
£4.99 pbk
The Giants and the Joneses is a
highly readable., lively and amusing
modern take on 'Jack and the
Beanstalk'. Its central characters are
two girls, one of human size called
Colette, and one a nine-year-old
giantess called Jumbeelia. Both have
a passion for collecting things.
Colette collects stamps, marbles and
snails, but Jumbeelia, when she finds
her way down the beanstalk, goes
one better and collects three iggly
plops, or humans.
Colette the collector is duly
collected, along with her elder
brother Stephen, her infant sister
Poppy, and their lawn-mower. Up in
Groil, the land of the giants, things
are not too bad until Jumbeelia's
bullying and repulsive brother, Zab,
returns from boarding school,
whereupon life turns for the iggly
plops into a desperate fight for
survival. Everything is naturally on a
larger scale in Groil, including the
unpleasant nature of older brothers,
and one neat effect of the adventure
is to bring out the best in Stephen
and improve Colette's relations with
him. The little Joneses' life in Groil is
both funny and exciting, and their
growing ingenuity and camaraderie
are brought engagingly to life. The
manner of their final escape is much
more hi-tech than beanstalks.
Straightforwardly told at vigorous
pace with no dull moments, The
Giants and the Joneses is a
thoroughly entertaining story. PH

How to be a Pirate

***Cressida Cowell, Hodder,
224pp, 0 340 88146 1, £5.99 pbk
In this slapstick sequel to How to
Train Your Dragon, Hiccup
Horrendous Haddock the Third finds
himself in pirate training on board
the Lucky Thirteen. This raucous
Viking yarn sees Hiccup, with his
band of Hooligans and their
dragons, learning to swordfight on
the high seas as he searches for the
Treasure of Grimbeard the Ghastly.
In the process he has to combat
Alvin who is not the harmless farmer
we are led to believe he is. Hiccup
also needs to outwit the blind, deaf
and flightless, but nonetheless
deadly, Skullion dragons. The

cunning plan to trick these
homicidal dragons with an acute
sense of smell is to have a bath
before tackling them.
This is a maniacally crazy story
liberally spattered with appro-
priately riotous illustrations, lists
and maps. AK

Gil l ian Johnson

Thora

****Written and illustrated by
Gillian Johnson, Hodder,
240pp, 0 340 88413 4, £6.99 hbk
Thora is a thoroughly modern
heroine in a fantasy adventure story
with a pleasandy old-fashioned feel
to it. Half-human, half-mermaid, she
must live between the worlds for the
first ten years of her life. Fortuitously,
Thora and her lovely mermaid
mother Halla meet Mr Walters, who
hits on the idea of turning Halla into
an open water swimming champion.
This in itself is so much fun that we
don't even hear Thora's voice until
chapter 15, though from then on the
book is entirely hers.
Age ten, Thora is thoroughly
independent and confident, with a
strong sense of fair play and an
highly original approach to
language. A real credit to home
education (Mr Walters' and his
library), she is perfectly able to deal
with the obligatory baddie and the
other misguided adults making life
miserable for her friends and new-
found family. Gillian Johnson's own
illustrations add to the book's charm.

AR

Cosmo and the Magic
Sneeze

****Gwyneth Rees, ill. Samuel
Hearn, Macmillan, 256pp,
1 405 05702 5, £9.99 hbk
This charming story follows the
adventures of a magical cat family.
Cosmo the kitten turns out to be a
witch-cat like his father, Mephisto.
His mother, India, is an ordinary cat
and so can't help Sybil the witch with
her spells.
At first Cosmo is excited about being
a witch-cat. He rides on broomsticks
with his father and learns how to
produce magic sneezes. But the
curious kitten begins to suspect that
Sybil is up to no good. He tries to find
out exactly what her secret recipe
contains and uncovers her devious
plan to turn kittens into gold statues.

The large typeface and humorous
black and white illustrations make
this an excellent book for younger
readers. It could be argued that a
story about cats and kittens will
appeal more to girls, but the story
isn't about 'all things nice', and the
witch's bubbling cauldron full of
frogs' legs and rats' droppings is
bound to capture the imagination of
boys in this age group too.
Fortunately the author's opinions on
animal rights and organic food only
slip into the narrative a couple of
times. This fantasy is packed with
excitement and adventure and is a
great book to read aloud to a group
or for more confident readers to
enjoy on their own. SG

The Invisible Detective:
Web of Anubis

****Justin Richards, Simon &
Schuster, 320pp,
0 689 86124 9, £6.99 hbk
Making a name for himself across
1930s London, Brandon Lake can
answer questions and solve
problems without ever leaving his
dimly lit office. He isn't known as the
Invisible Detective for nothing; he
doesn't exist. Art, Meg, Jonny and
Flinch are The Cannoniers', with a
den in an alleyway off Cannon Street.
They're all street kids, with the
exception of Art, whose dad is a
policeman at Scotland Yard. They
each have skills that they can use
and as a team they can find out
what's happening anywhere on their
patch. Knowing adults would not
believe a bunch of kids, they invent

the Invisible Detective.
Seventy years on, Art's grandson,
Arthur Drake, and his friend Sarah
Bustle, live out a modern parallel
world, investigating cases written
down by Art, and studied in the
1930s. Arthur and Sarah become
invisible detectives themselves
through their own website.
In this sixth title in the series a new
exhibit at the British Museum
becomes a matter for the Invisible
Detective when part of it goes
missing. Art and his friends
investigate an ancient Egyptian
curse and discover that things are
much more serious than anyone
suspected. Sinister paranormal
action and cliffhanger chapters
which bristle along make this a
refreshing and enthralling read. This
book reads like Conan Doyle taking
the Famous Five to meet Dr Who and
Indiana Jones.
Other titles in the series include:
Shadow Beast, Killing Time and
Faces of Evil. AK

Roman Fort
NON-FICTION

*****Mick Manning and Brita
Granstrom, Frances Lincoln
'Fly on the Wall', 40pp,
1 84507 050 X, £10.99 hbk
The distinctive cover illustration tells
you at once that this is a Manning
and Granstrom book! You expect it to
be well researched, amusing and of
great appeal to young readers and
Roman Fort comes well up to that
expectation. Here is a lively picture of
life in a fort on the northern frontier
of Roman Britain. Organised under
headings like 'Roman Children', 'On
Patrol' and 'The Road Builders' this
wonderful sketchbook shows us
soldiers marching and building
roads, people selling their wares,
slaves buying food for their
households, children playing and
opulent feasting. The written text is
in a variety of forms and scripts:
recipes for party food, lists of gods
and goddesses, maps of the fort and
labelled pictures of soldiers' quarters.

The book gains special energy and
momentum by narrating the journey
of Lepidina to visit her friend
Claudia (wife of the fort
commander) escorted by the
Centurion, Vespian, and a troop of
soldiers. There is a terrifying ambush
on the way; the pictures conjure up
the sound of horns and trumpets
and the clatter of the horse hooves as
the Celtic chariots move in and the
two sides fight. But how do we know
such things happened? Text at the
foot of the page records tell-tale
signs of battle injuries discovered in
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the excavated skeletons of Celts and
Romans. It is important that children
are helped to understand the value
of fossil and archeological evidence.
They will also learn that wealthy
women copied hairstyles from the
coins and statues brought from
Rome. A useful glossary and index
defines terms such as 'century' and
'mosaic' and directs young
researchers to sites such as
Vindolanda and to the gravestone of
Flavinus, a famous standard bearer,
preserved in Hexham Abbey.
This book would help make National
Curriculum History and English
exciting. It also has good gift
potential as, in addition to all its
other qualities, a splendid shiny
jacket cover makes it look and feel
special. MM

Poo: A Natural History
of the Unmentionable
NON-FICTION

*****Nicola Davies, ill. Neal Layton,
Walker, 64pp, 0 7445 8634 8,
£7.99 hbk
Don't read this book if you are

squeamish. 'The reason we are not
up to our necks in faeces is that one
creature's poo is another animal's
lunch.' You might (like me before I
read this book) believe that every
animal defecates. But you would be
wrong: mayflies do not; they do not
eat and they only live for a day.
There is a tremendous amount of
information here. But the author
shares some general principles that
help us put the facts into a context.
Children will learn, for example, that
the nature of the food eaten is the
key to the kind of excreta produced.
So a main way of categorizing waste
products is according to whether the
animal is a meat eater or a
vegetarian. Meat eaters like tigers,
lions and foxes produce faeces
containing fur, feathers and bone
from the creatures they have eaten.
Herbivores have to eat all the time to
get enough nourishment and
defecate a lot of the time too. The
amount of water an animal drinks
also affects the character of its stools.
Interesting technical words - 'chitin',
'coprophages', 'frass', 'graminivore',
'piscivore' and 'spraints' - are
introduced and further explained in

the glossary.
The illustrations are
outstanding - witty,
original and helpfully
labelled and annotated.
This is a simply brilliant
natural history book that
will raise a smile and
communicate sound
scientific concepts and
information. MM
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The Future of the
Earth: An Introduction
to Sustainable
Development for
Children
NON-FICTION *****
Yann Arthus-Bertrand,
adapted by Robert Burleigh,
text by Philippe J Dubois and
Valerie Guidoux, drawings by
Sylvia Bataille, Harry N
Abrams, 80pp, 0 8109 5621 7,
£9.95 hbk
The man who brought you The Earth
from the Air, Arthus-Bertrand, is the
man who takes remarkable
photographs from his balloon, and,
allegedly, listens to Miles Davis and
Thelonious Monk. Burleigh wrote
that superb book about Chocolate,

and probably enjoys Sun Ra and
Charles Mingus. Original thinkers
all.
Here again, the pictures are
absolutely stunning but the role of
the text stretches beyond that of
Earth from the Air as it explains the
perilous plight of many features of
an environment and the dangers to
which human activity increasingly
exposes them. Each spread presents
a part of the world and the global
concerns that influence it, with,
where applicable, intimations of
solutions to dangers. The balance
per spread is about three-quarters
terrific picture to a quarter highly
relevant text and the whole much
less 'for children' than Earth from
the Air which helps a lot.
So we get, in 80 pages, brilliant
expositions of, among other
situations, Kosovan refugee camps,
Fair Trade pineapples in the Cote
d'lvoire, glaciers shrinking in
Patagonia, the U.S. war machine,
garbage-pickers in Mexico City. It's
all there, and easy to absorb.
My only worry about this
spectacular, highly relevant and
great value tenner's worth is that the
pictures are so impressive that they
may distract from the text and its
valuable complementary inform-
ation, but this is a great experience
and everyone, of any age, should be
exposed to it - from 7 years upwards,
forever. TP
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REVIEWS 10-14 Middle/Secondary
Poems to Take on
Holiday
POETRY ***
Packed by Susie Gibbs,
ill. Jess Mikhail, Oxford, 96pp,
0 19 275391 6, £4.99 pbk
This is an amusing collection full of
holiday aggravations and
catastrophes. Even the old classic
about wherever an English person is,
there must be a fried breakfast
appears. Images of 'airborne
trampolines' and trolleys hiding in
the car park stayed with me long
after I closed the book. You'll
recognise many of the cringe
inducing experiences like the poem
of what not to say to the B&B
landlady. I loved the idea that 'bank
holiday's aren't just for people, the
sun's worked non-stop since July'.
Not sure that this would fit in my
luggage but a fun attempt to get shelf
space in the bookshops at Heathrow.

TE

Plastic Fantastic

**Simon Cheshire, Piccadilly,
IGOpp, 1 85340 789 5, £5.99 pbk
Plastic Fantastic is a light and frothy
story that will while away one
afternoon of a teenager's life, just as
it revolves around one afternoon in
15-year-old Dominic's life. Dominic
is obsessed with a pop group called
Plastic so when he gets stuck in a lift
for a whole afternoon with Plastic's
lead singer, Lisa Voyd, he thinks he's
gone to heaven. Through the
conversations he has with her he
realises though that she is not the
person he thinks he knows through
music magazines and interviews and
she shows him that his unhealthy
obsession is getting in the way of
falling in love with his best friend.
There are some funny moments as
we learn about Dominic's family and
friends but the characterisation
doesn't linger. There may be some
new thoughts about the ephemeral
nature of fame and fandom for
younger teenagers but most of the
plot and the eventual ending are all
very predictable. OD

A Coyote's in the
House

***Elmore Leonard, ill. Lauren
Child, Puffin, IGOpp,
0 14 138001 2, £9.99 hbk
Yes, that Elmore Leonard, pacey,
racey crime writer, well known for
his ability to catch the voice of his
tough characters, has written a book
for children. Good news, in prospect.
A coyote, Antwan, tough-guy
outsider, takes up the offer from an
Alsatian, the faded star of a series of
Hollywood films, to see what life as a
'pet' is like with his human owners
and dainty poodle companion, Miss
Betty. When Antwan and Buddy plan
a life-swap we have some of the
wise-cracking dialogue we would
expect and some lively, jolly
incidents, with clever plotting. The
Hollywood background and the very
specific reference to the world of
films are the final touches of what
seems like a ready-made film script.
Even the few Lauren Child

illustrations, adding her typical
though rationed dash of fun, seem
like cues for the animator. The many
cutesy touches give the book the feel
of manufactured children's
entertainment but as a film, with
those superstar voice-overs for the
slick animation, well... we could
have a more contemporary and
equally popular Lady and the
Tramp. (Leonard's own guidance to
writers, reprinted on his website,
may offer more for children and
teens to get their teeth into; it's
literally Get Shorty for sentences and
fancy writing.) AJ

Granny Torrelli Makes
Soup

***Sharon Creech, ill. Mique
Moriuchi, Bloomsbury, IGOpp,
0 7475 6468 X, £5.99 pbk
And that's just for starters. This
Mama can make pasta for main
course. And she'll mend friendships
for dessert.
Twelvesomethings Rosie and Bailey
are bestest buddies and neighbours.
But recently things haven't been
going well for them - at least as far as
Rosie is concerned. And so, when
simpering Janine moves next door,
skinny Rosie fears that her special
friendship with her 'friend-who's-a-
boy' Bailey will not last. In contrast
to the literally blind Bailey, it is the
metaphorically myopic Rosie who
fails to 'see' the truth.
Over soup (section 1), and later
pasta-production (section 2),
Granny T calms down then counsels
the agitato Rosie, who narrates the
novel in a breathless present
historic. Taking multi-tasking to new
heights, she is not only able to serve
up some fine Italian cooking, but is
also able to get Rosie to see sense, in
part at least by sharing her own
memories of childhood
relationships, which chime with her
grandchild's. Like Rosie, she too had
a special friend. Like Rosie, she had a
potential rival to that friendship.
And, like Rosie, she too felt a (green-
eyed) 'tiger' of resentment that a
cherished friendship was, in her
eyes, under threat.
Dominating this slim book is Italian-
American Granny Torrelli, with her
cheery vernacular laced with tooty-
fruity Italian exclamations (always in
excitable italics) and an enviable
propensity to spoon out good ol'
common sense. Creechily upbeat
and wholesome, this simple but life-
affirming story will warm the
cockles. NA

Lizzie's Wish
Adele Geras, IGOpp,
0 7460 6030 0

Polly's March
Linda Newbery, 176pp,
0 7460 6031 9

Josie Under Fire
AnnTurnbull, 176pp,
0 7460 6032 7

*****
Usborne 'The Historical
House', £4.99 each pbk
'The Historical House' series
provides the opportunity for three

highly acclaimed writers, Geras,
Newbery and Turnbull, to explore
the life of a London house and its
inhabitants from 1857 to 1941. There
are three main focal points in the
texts: the house's physical changes
through the years, meticulous and
informative details about domestic
life, ethos and culture and, finally,
the developing roles and
expectations of women at critical
periods in history.
Crucially, the writers have
maintained authorial independence,
giving them a clarity of voice and
diversity of style, but the books are
linked by the motif of the walnut tree
and by the challenges which their
female protagonists have to face.
Lizzie's Wish by Adele Geras is a
deceptively simple story with clear
moral delineations. Women's
impotence in a male-dominated
society is emphasised by the plight
of Lizzie's mother under the harsh
dominance of her new husband and
the insistence that girls should not
be educated, thus denying Lizzie's
ambition to be a gardener and her
cousin Clara's to follow in the
footsteps of Florence Nightingale.
The birth of her brother ignites
complex emotions - she loves him
but is aware he will have freedoms
denied to her. When his life is saved
by Clara and Lizzie is able to assert
her authority over the planting of the
walnut tree, Geras gives us the first
glimmers of social change - and the
physical link for the three books.
In Polly's March, Linda Newbery's
contribution, the house is now three
flats. One has been vacated by Polly's
friend and, lonely, she strikes up a
friendship with the new occupants,
Edith and Violet, suffragettes. She
becomes involved in their cause
through a mix of excitement
generated by secrecy, a sense of
injustice and a naive idealism which
is soon tempered by Edith's brutal
treatment in prison and her father's
discovery of her presence on a
march.
The thorny issue of suffrage as
freedom from the drudgery endured
by working-class women or as
personal political triumph for the
wealthy is raised but resolved
through an understanding of the
universality of its worth.
The story ends with war and Josie
Under Fire begins with the
privations and dangers of 1941.
Spurned by friends, family and
neighbours because her brother Ted
is a conscientious objector, Josie is
mercilessly bullied at school. When
sent to live with her cousin Edith,
Josie, terrified of being friendless
again, herself becomes a reluctant
bully, taunting Alice, the class misfit.
Edith Rutherford is reintroduced as
Josie's confidante - never criticising,
just acting as a sounding board for
her feelings and a model of
community care as an ARP.
When Josie and Edith are called to
serve their community after a
devastating air-raid they both
recognise that personal
considerations must be subsumed to
the welfare of the whole community.
Josie realises that although she will
return to the taunts of her peers, her
newfound strength will help her to
deal with the problems she will face.

VR

Chasing Rainbows

***Julia Clarke, Oxford, 176pp,
0 19 275326 6, £4.99 pbk
Rose is aptly named since she does
have a rather rosy-tinted view of life,
well mainly other people's lives,
which leads her to try to make her
view of what should happen,
happen. For instance her scatty,
disorganised mum should hitch up
with her friend Ash's dad. Yes he's a
bit of a control freak, but that could
only be for Mum's good. So beguiled
is Rose by her dreams and schemes
that she misses most of what is
actually going on and fails to
appreciate what other people's
thoughts and feelings really are.
This makes for a lively, humorous
and eventful read with a sure,
contemporary feel and tone. The
dance thread of the story alone
should strike a chord. Some
elements of the plot stretch
credibility a bit, and a few of the
minor characters are stereotyped but
I'm sure it will be eagerly devoured
and enjoyed by a female audience.

DB

Not the End of the
World

****Geraldine McCaughrean,
Oxford, 192pp, 0 19 271972 6,
£10.99 hbk
Having previously retold Moby Dick
and The Canterbury Tales,
McCaughrean now rises - like the
proverbial waters - to the challenge
of retelling the story of Noah's flood
from the point of view of its women
and children characters, figures
airbrushed out of the original ark-
story.
In an engaging, vividly-voiced
narrative, Timna, Noah's daughter,
records the destruction of the world
and the events that followed. The
reader is made witness to the
unspeakable horror of the waters
rising: writhing bodies swept to
oblivion, Dante-esque in death; ill-
fated 'survivors' clinging to churns
and wineskins - flotsam figures,
pleading for mercy. The messy reality
of the floating menagerie is starkly
documented: the original brutal
culling of the animals into twos by
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pool boy
Poolboy

****Michael Simmons, Scholastic,
168pp, 0 439 96851 8, £9.99 hbk
When Brett's stockbroker father is
convicted of insider trading and
jailed, family life changes
dramatically. Gone are the cars, large
house and luxury lifestyle. No longer
able to spend his holidays lounging
by the family pool, 16-year-old Brett
is obliged to take a summer job
cleaning pools, including the one at
his former home, sold to pay off
debts. Brett's anger with his father
for being a criminal and plunging
the family into, well, not exactly
poverty but a fairly penny-pinching
existence, is the major theme of this
laconic first person narrative. Brett
acquires a mentor in Alfie, the 75-
year-old pool cleaner who employs
him and with Alfie's calm help,
gradually works through his feelings
of rage and comes to see his father as

a person, albeit a person with flaws.
The novel has a sentimental edge
with Alfie's death resulting in
resources of a more material kind
coming Brett's way but it is an
agreeably easy, often humorous read
that will appeal to younger teens.
Simmons is certainly a fluent writer
and this promises well for future
novels. RS

Shem and Ham, Noah's psychotic
sons; the maddening incarceration
of predator and prey entombed
together. The rivalries and tensions
of the human cargo are similarly
depicted: Noah, an Ahab-like figure,
following God's orders for exclusive
extermination with messianic zeal;
Shem, his underling, a bass-voiced
butcher, braying at any dissent.
From the novel's first drop of rain to
the ark's final roost on dry land,
McCaughrean's language is
characteristically controlled and
accomplished. This is a compelling
account of a frightening, confusing
and unstoppable series of events. At
the end of the story, however, what
stands out above the masculine
mayhem, is its female narrator, a
new figure surveying a brave new
world, sensible and sensitive and
strong. NA

Missing Abby

***Lee Weatherly, David Pickling
Books, 208pp, 0 385 60534 X,
£10.99 hbk
Emma and Abby have been best
friends since childhood, creating
their own fantasy games in which
they have to triumph over seemingly
insurmountable odds. When they
transfer to secondary school, real life
intervenes and Emma, unable to
stand the bullying they are both
subjected to, leaves the school and
ends her friendship with Abby in
favour of more conventional
relationships in which she avoids the
hated stigma of being different.
A chance encounter on a bus some
years later just before Abby's
mysterious disappearence means
that Emma is the last person to see
her alive and provides the catalyst
for change which she needs to have
the confidence to live her life
according to her own beliefs and in
the knowledge that those who really
want to be her friends will accept her
for what she is.
This is a novel about isolation and
friendship, but it is also a well-
crafted thriller in which her friends
try to solve the mystery of Abby's

disappearence. Its resolution is both
tragic and humbling, with clear
lessons to learn about the way
society stereotypes and punishes
those who seek to be different. VR

Phosphorescence

***Raffaella Barker, Macmillan,
208pp, 0 330 41830 0, £8.99 pbk
Lola loves her life in the coastal
Norfolk village where she has grown
up. Aware for a while that her parents
are unusually tense, nevertheless she
is not prepared for the news that her
mother is going to live and work in
London and is taking Lola with her.
Settling into school with streetwise
London kids is not easy but she
manages it, and attracts the
attentions of Harry, the school
skateboard champion. However, a
school trip to her village involving
camping on an island surrounded by
treacherous currents leads to all
sorts of worries for Lola. These
become real in a dramatic
conclusion which comes close to a
tragic outcome.
Phosphorescence makes a lively
read for younger adolescent girls.
Life in Norfolk and London is well
contrasted and Barker captures the
tone of Lola and her contemporaries
in a persuasive manner. My one
concern with it relates to the night
spent on the island. Here the teacher
in charge of the group shuts himself
up in his tent for an early night while
the young teenage boys and girls are
let loose to light a fire and wander
where they will. Surely this would
not happen? VC

Where Mermaids Sing

****Brian Keaney, Orchard, 208pp,
1 84362 419 2, £4.99 pbk
The title of Brian Keaney's novel
comes from a poem written by
Jasmine, one of a group of teenagers
who have gone on a 'creative writing'
school trip to Cornwall. In view of
what happens later in this rather
unusual treatment of a 'coming of
age' theme the poem takes on a

central and sad significance, not just
for Jasmine herself but for the five
friends whose experiences on the
trip are inextricably entangled with
her own. Keaney handles the
evolution of teenage friendships and
rivalries with considerable insight,
particularly when these are affected
by tragedy. The framing device
within which he places his
essentially straightforward narrative
provides an appropriate intro-
duction and conclusion, thematic
and tonal, for what comes between.

RD

i

W I B o r l
Web of Lies

*****Beverley Naidoo, Puffin, 224pp,
0 14 131466 4, £4.99 pbk
The title of Beverley Naidoo's new
novel offers a hint that it is the sequel
to her award-winning The Other
Side of Truth. It continues the story
of Femi and Sade, the refugee
children of a Nigerian journalist,
forced to flee their country after their
mother is murdered by the agents of
the late ruling military dictatorship.
This second book is concerned not
so much with the family's unresolved
status in Britain, although this
continues as a nagging anxiety, but
with the children's survival at school
and on the London streets. Femi is
caught up in a gang, and is the
witness to a serious assault that
almost results in murder. The
tragedy of Damilola Taylor springs to
mind; and, once again, Naidoo
shows her ability to take stories that
are hot off the press, give them
emotional depth and raise questions
about the state of society and our
own responsibilities to each other.
Web of Lies, like its predecessor,
brings together the personal and the
political, linking the pressures that
children and parents live under
whether in Britain or Africa. Shifting
between Sade's and Femi's points of
view, it's also a compelling thriller,
whose menace builds as Femi is
drawn further into the gang's
clutches and his actions and loyalties
become determined by his own lies.
Naidoo's advocacy of living with
integrity, a sense of justice, and care
for others is all the more impressive
for treating children seriously: as
people who are faced with
challenging moral decisions every
day of their lives, and who
sometimes fail to live up to their own
highest standards. In Femi and
Sade's 'Papa', Naidoo provides an
admirable, though entirely
believable, source of adult emotional
strength and moral conviction. CB

The Dark Flight Down

***Marcus Sedgwick, Orion,
240pp, 1 84255 218 X, £8.99
hbk
The sequel to The Book of Dead
Days and if Boy has finally escaped
the clutches of Valerian, it is a
momentary lull in the oppression:
the cold, dead days linger, the action
moves to the dungeons of the castle,
Valerian has been exchanged for the
mad, old emperor and the evil
Maxim. Crazed grasping for power
centres on the possession of 'the
book' and its magic. Not much
change then. But there's magic as the
tool of the fraudster as well as this
dark substantial magic. Fraudsters
and the murderous phantom, move
treacherously in darkness, snow and
blood while the Boy tries to find his
name and his true parents with only
the kind Willow to trust. Penny
Dreadfuls and the gothic lie at its
troubled heart and there are a host of
false trails and answers and enough
skulduggery and plot shocks to keep
the fans of the first book miserably
happy. AJ

Tread Softly

***Kate Pennington, Hodder,
256pp, 0 340 87343 4, £5.99 pbk
The echo in the title is made clear for
young readers by setting Yeats' 'He
wishes for the Cloths of Heaven' as
an epigraph. The 'embroidered
cloths' in question are worked by
young seamstress Mary Devereux, as
she stitches all her dreams drawn
from her beloved Devon countryside
into a commission for Walter
Raleigh. It is none other than the
very cloak which Raleigh spreads in
the mud under the feet of Queen
Elizabeth (who treads heavily on
Mary's dreams in the process).
Recurrent reports of the death of the
historical novel for children have
been much exaggerated. This one is
firmly within the tradition
exemplified at its best by Geoffrey
Trease - carefully researched and
written with a focus on unknown
commoners whose lives are touched
by famous members of the nobility.
There are many pitfalls in this kind of
writing, as Trease himself pointed
out. Here, the author's depth of
knowledge of costume and the art
involved in its creation comes close
to giving lay readers a little more
than they might wish to know,
though the enthusiast could well be
fascinated ('Whatever will we do
without whalebone busks to flatten
Lady Anne's stomacher?'). The
language, charged with high
Elizabethan spirits, just about avoids
what Trease mocked as 'tushery'
('"Aha, 'tis the little seamstress!"
Raleigh cried heartily as he passed
by.') It is perhaps too easy that all the
lower classes - with the exception of
a Catholic steward whose villainy is
unrelieved - are honest, hard-
working folk with admirable values;
whilst the upper classes tend to the
vain, petulant and duplicitous.
Nevertheless the plot - with its
conversations in dark corners and
flashing blades, its court pageantry
and extravagance - drives along
compellingly once Raleigh arrives on
the page. He is indeed the most
interestingly complex character, for
neither Mary nor the reader can
quite fathom where his loyalties lie -
not least because Raleigh cannot
either, since he is sufficiently self-
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aware to know that his chief loyalty is
to himself. For Mary, the vanities of
the Court, despite the worth the
Queen places upon her skills as a
needlewoman, are ephemeral and
she returns to Devon to find, happily
enough, that Plague and shipwreck
have spared those she loved but
feared were lost. GF

Chinese Cinderella and
the Secret Dragon
Society

***Adeline Yen Man, Puffin,
288pp, 0 14 131496 6, £5.99 pbk
This long novel is a curious mix of
naive plotting, profound lifestyle
philosophy and historical fact. Its
maps, glossary, bibliography,
explanation of the Chinese Zodiac
and other material extraneous to the
actual tale all strive to make the
whole thing accessible to modern
young western readers.
The author originally conceived of
the 'Kung Fu' story when she was a
child and following the success of
Chinese Cinderella has rewritten a
tale of four children from a Shanghai
Martial Arts Academy who, in 1942,
become involved in a dangerous
secret mission to rescue some
American soldiers, crashed in
Japanese occupied territory.
As a glimpse into another culture at
another time it is of value and I was
impressed at the way the author has
deftly attempted to throw impartial
light on religious belief from world
religions. However, the coincidences
of the plotting did jar a bit and
demand a high degree of suspension
of disbelief. DB

Jammy Dodgers on the
Run

**Bowering Sivers, Macmillan,
304pp, 1 405 04577 9, £9.99 hbk
This lively novel treads a constant
line between the improbable and the
impossible. The author clearly
knows a lot about Victorian London,
and has also made good use of a
contemporary Dictionary of Slang.
But the young characters she creates,
with their jokey attitude to crime and
their touching loyalty to each other,
come straight from sentimental
novel-land, where comforting
fantasies are always preferred to
harsh truths. That said, there is still
sufficient momentum in the various
adventures here to take readers
through to a somewhat creaky finale,
where melodrama ultimately turns
into farce. NT

The Looking Glass
Wars

****Frank Beddor, Egmont, 384pp,
1 4052 0987 9, £12.99 hbk
This is an exuberantly over-the-top
story by a larger-than-life author,
trailing clouds of publicity as it
comes. Beddor is a former champion
skier, now an actor and Hollywood
film producer, whose own company
also markets interactive games. Not
surprisingly, therefore, his first novel
is marked by a cinematic
imagination, the sort of pace and
wildly violent non-stop action we
associate with video games, and
obvious potential for multi-media
development. Its natural home

seems not the book but the screen.
Given that background, then, it is a
remarkably literary novel, not only in
its classic antecedents but their fresh
imaginative treatment. The basic
idea is that when Lewis Carroll wrote
Alice for Alice Liddell, he was only
retelling a story that Alice had first
told him, and telling it moreover as a
distorted and frivolous lie. Alice is
really and truly Princess Alyss,
rightful queen of Wonderland, who
has escaped to England together
with her bodyguard, one Hatter
Madigan (a piece of human
weaponry such as Ian Fleming never
dreamed of) after her parents have
been killed and their throne usurped
by the villainous Queen Redd. Alyss
is disgusted by Carroll's mis-
representation of her confidences
concerning Wonderland and its
people, such as her tutor, a long-
eared albino gentleman called
Bibwit Harte. Cross words are
spoken between them. The Looking
Glass Wars tells the true story of
Alyss's past, and her ensuing struggle
to overturn Redd's dastardly rule.
The story is an elaborate literary
joke, keeping Carroll at a distance
while never losing touch with his
world, his characters, or the rules by
which Wonderland first lived and
moved, but cleverly transposing
them into a modern fantasy thriller
suited to the high-tech, quick-
reaction hectic world of film and
video games. Although this makes
for a frenetic uniformity of pace,
more suited to video games than
novels, this is still a thoroughly
entertaining read, which manages to
be both tongue-in-cheek and fast
and furious throughout. It may be
the pilot for a large-scale
entertainment project, but it is still a
proper book. Or an improper book, if
you are a Carroll purist. PH

Night Sky Atlas
NON-FICTION

*****Robin Scagell, Dorling
Kindersley, 96pp,
1 4053 0309 3, £12.99 hbk
There are more stars in the Universe
than there are grains of sand on all of
Earth's beaches. In Australia
stargazers may espy a constellation
called Norma. The plural of 'nebula'
is, apparently, 'nebulas'. Unsus-
pected facts like these ambush the
reader at every page-turn of this
remarkable atlas. Having given us an
idea of the immensity and
complexity of the astronomic
concept, the Atlas leads us round the
night skies month by month, each
one featuring a different
constellation, a monthly sky-map for

each hemisphere (worldwide sales,
you see) and a selected astro-
phenomenon. So for September we
examine Cygnus and the solar
system's inner planets (that's
Mercury, Venus, Mars and us). Each
constellation has a transparent
overlay explaining its fancied
resemblance to its nickname -
Cygnus may look like a swan to some
but 'stick insect' will do for me. And
in my copy at least, Virgo (April)
seems to have lost hers (overlay, that
is).
This is a book for the serious astro-
freak - something which, despite
living beneath unpolluted night
skies, I will never become; but in
scope, presentation and seeming
authoritativeness it's mighty
impressive and its spiral binding
ensures that it can lie flat on the
observatory table or bedroom
windowsill during use. Just one thing
worries me, though - who counted
all those grains of sand? TP

The Battle for Radio:
Marconi's Story
111. Robin Bell Corfleld,
1842481185

Adventures with
Electricity: Benjamin
Franklin's Story
111. Robin Bell Corfield,
1 84248 124 X

The Fight against
Microbes: Pasteur's
Story
111. Christian Birmingham,
1 84248 122 3

The Search for
Radium: Marie Curie's
Story
111. Christian Birmingham,
1 84248 120 7
NON-FICTION

**Beverley Birch, Mathew Price
'The Science Stories Books',
48pp, £4.99 each pbk
Reissued after nine years, this
paperback series focuses on major
breakthroughs in science by key
players - Marconi, Pasteur, Curie
and Benjamin Franklin. Lovely
atmospheric illustrations by Robin
Bell Corfield (shame on you
publisher for misspelling his name
on two spines) and Christian
Birmingham make the books look
attractive. However it will be a
dedicated reader who keeps up the
momentum to read through these
books that have no chapter heads,
no captions, no page numbers and
no index. You would have to be

motivated too to want choose a
dramatised version of the story
without any hard facts, dates, or
references apart from a single page
of historical notes. Too soft focus for
my liking. SU

Cities of Blood
1 4053 0401 4

Kingdom of the Dead
1 4053 0400 6
NON-FICTION

*****Peter Ackroyd, Dorling
Kindersley, 144pp, £14.99
each hbk
It was Dorling Kindersley who
pioneered the idea of the
information book as finger buffet:
appetising colour photographs,
served with spicy bite-sized
paragraphs of text on a lovingly
arranged double page platter. Now
they've returned to history as a meal
you can get your teeth into, and
they've dished it up with style.
Ultimately, it's probably Simon
Schama the magnificent that we
ought to thank for this long overdue
return to the healthy eating of a
continuous text in generous
chapters, but these two tides are the
work of someone only lately
recruited to the ranks of presenters
of the TV history series. Peter
Ackroyd's recent history of London
was, of course, drawn from his own
book and, as the author of acclaimed
novels and non-fiction works,
including biographies of Dickens
and Blake, he comes with credentials
that must be difficult to match in the
writing of history for children. He is
also supported by a formidable
credit list of editors, managers,
researchers, consultants and
designers. They have done him
proud, garnishing the pages around
his text with photographs,
reconstructions and maps that are
informative and atmospheric at
turns; and providing nearly all the
necessary incidentals - timeline,
glossary and index, although (as
ever) no further reading or surfing.

PETER
ACKROYD

ungaom c
the Dead

VOYAGES THROUGH TIME

These two books, in the series of
four, describe the ancient
civilisations of Egypt (Kingdom of
the Dead) and South America (Cities
of Blood) and, whether or not the
author did his own research, their
content is the kind of raw meat of
human experience - political power,
violence, religion, the nature of
civilisation - for which Ackroyd's
appetite is well known. He gives us
stories that not only reflect historical
scholarship but are told with
immediacy and passion. They are
books that older children and adults
can gorge on. CB
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Crash
POETRY

***Andrew Fusek Peters and
Polly Peters, Hodder 'Bite',
112pp, 0 340 88468 1, £9.99 hbk
Poem novels are an increasingly
popular form, particularly in the US
and especially in the teen market.
The Peters have produced a moving
collection of poems dealing with the
issue of road accidents - which the
book tells us is the leading cause of
death for under-25-year-olds. The
book has three main characters aged
16 and 17 and details their lives from
31 May until 25 August. In this time
we hear about first love, adoption,
death of a parent, sex and farming.
The poems are written from the
varying perspectives of the
characters, each identified by a
different font. Till page 63 when even
the fonts go into shock. The form
and the changing perspectives pull
you rapidly into this 'novel'. Crash is
a good, deceptively quick and easy
read, that winds you emotionally
into the lives of these three teenagers
and the drama that is unfolding. TE

Dunno

***Peter Inson, Charles Kimpton,
168pp, 0 9547614 0 5, £6.00
pbk
Inson, a former head of a London
comprehensive, acknowledges the
comments and suggestions of a
dozen young people during the
writing of what seems to be a first
novel. It would be rash then to
challenge the authenticity of this
account of 15-year-old Jon's life at
the bottom of the stack on a
featureless city estate. It makes bleak
reading - for Ion is caught up as both
victim and villain in extortion
rackets (he's in thrall for hundreds of
pounds to Dean and his violent adult
brother - something to do with
drugs). He's hassled in and out of
school by female classmates, always
at odds with Authority for bunking
off and constantly screamed at by his
lonely harpy of a mum.
Jon seems hopelessly trapped, so his
escape route (for this is a positive
story, despite everything) is a
surprise. When he goes to hospital
with an infected hand, cut while
breaking into his own house to
thieve from his mother, Jon is treated
by nurse Steve. Not entirely credibly,
Steve expends much patience and
time with Jon, advising him not to
bother with school (it's doing
nothing for him). Why not drop in
often enough to keep the law off
your back, says Steve. Get yourself a
job - which Jon does, thanks to a
kindly cafe owner and Paul, who
runs a one-man garage in need of a
helper willing to learn. That's where
we leave him, slowly inching himself
out of the morass.
The language of the dialogue is
harsh: relentless sods, old cows,
buggers, bleedin's, bloodys, gits,
fuckin's and shites. The idiom is
characterised by the equally
relentless use of yer, 'e, bin, 'ope,
tomorrer and the rest - except for
teachers, inevitably, whose
conventional speech sadly fails to
connect with the hapless Jon. There
are problems with the book, though

you have to admire Inson's
willingness to get into this hostile
world full-on. Characters talk too
much like each other, events are
repetitious, one miserable day
follows another. While that may be
accurate as a reality, it's tough on a
reader. There are too few interesting
events, not enough light and shade -
and that takes us close to tedium and
confusion. Sharper editing would
have helped. In fact, the author isn't
too well-served by his publisher. It
doesn't convince to print unascribed
comments on the back cover such as
'Some really good writing' or
'Reminds me of the way teenagers
talk'. And it's a bit too easy to try to
ingratiate a book with young readers
by playing a card like, 'Peter Inson...
failed English literature at school'.
This unusual book deserves better
than that since, for all its
unevenness, Dimno is a more
credible account than most of how
things are in a stratum of Britain it's
more comfortable to ignore. The
core of the book is an ambitious and
compassionate fictional case study
of Jon. It's a tricky area and the
reader may find the voices of the
sophisticated author and the
painfully inarticulate Jon sit
awkwardly alongside each other at
times. For Inson brings his adult
insights to bear on Jon's struggle in a
world he cannot understand -
'Dunno' is not only his stock means
of avoiding endless questions, it's
genuinely how he feels. GF

How I Live Now
***•*••*-

Meg Rosoff, Penguin, 186pp,
0 14 138075 6, £12.99 hbk
This remarkable book, justly
shortlisted for the Guardian fiction
prize, tells Daisy's story - a laconic
and cynical 15-year-old New Yorker
who is summarily dispatched to her
eccentric Aunt and cousins in the
depths of rural England at the behest
of her loathed step-mother. She has
retreated into anorexia- as a weapon
against her father and his new wife
and as a means of keeping control of
what is happening to her.
All semblance of control on any level
vanishes when her Aunt is called to
Oslo to try to prevent the
disintegration of world peace and
Daisy begins a sexual relationship

with her 14-year-old cousin
Edmond. This attachment is so
strong that they are able to
communicate in an almost
telepathic way - this is both their
salvation and their downfall when
war breaks out.
At first the disruption merely isolates
and cements the idyll but when their
home is requisitioned by the armed
forces they are all separated and can
only try to survive and find each
other again. Edmond is unable to
ignore the thoughts of those in
distress and this brings about his
breakdown, through which he can
only think of returning to the family
home to find Daisy.
Daisy and her cousin Piper endure
much horror and privation but their
arrival at the family home - two days
before Edmond's - is shattered by
Daisy's father's immediate recall of
her to New York. The book ends with
enormous poignancy when, six years
on, Daisy is eventually able to return
and try to effect some restoration of
the broken Edmond and the ashes of
their relationship.
The narrative so moves the reader
because it is always filtered through
Daisy's thoughts and observations,
leaving clues to be picked up which
then vividly colour events and
interpretations in an uncluttered yet
often harrowing way. The final
section of the book sees the only use
of direct speech, thus powerfully
delineating past and present and
leaving readers to draw their own
conclusions about the future. VR

Fat Kid Rules the
World

***K L Going, Corgi, 240pp,
0 552 55180 5, £4.99 pbk
Try this. 'Continue a novel which
begins, "I'm a sweating fat kid
standing on the edge of the subway
platform staring at the tracks. I'm
seventeen years old, weigh 296
pounds, and I'm six-foot-one..."'
You're right, it's set in the States -
New York City. And yes, an obesity
novel was about due. And, right
again, he doesn't jump - suicide
would make it a short short story and
anyway, he's the narrator.
An unlikely opening and, in an off-
putting way, it might well grab a
reader's attention. It's Troy Billings
speaking and he's got a nice line in
self-deprecating humour, often
telling his tale in third-person
headlines: FAT KID MESSES UP or
FAT KID'S BACK IN THE GAME. That
way, he keeps his pain at a distance.
Troy doesn't jump partly because
Curt MacCrae starts talking to him;
an unlikely saviour, slumped on the
platform floor: "stringy unwashed
hair.. .the guy is so filthy I can hardly
look at him. I mean, he's caked -
looks like an old war victim from
some black-and-white film." What's
more, "He's the skinniest person I've
ever seen." Curt has a food problem,
a drugs problem, loads of health
problems, a homeless problem and a
money problem. He's a loser - yet
he's also a living legend at W T
Watson High School, plays the guitar
so that women lust for his skinny
body, and bands like Smack Metal
Puppets beg him to play with them.
And he's wise beyond his years.

You might just find his friendship
with Troy - Big T, he calls him -
difficult to believe in, but if you can
you'll take a ride on a story which
careers through T's rigid home life
with his ex-marine father and Dayle,
his jock younger brother, through
drumming lessons, through steamy
fantasies with waitresses et al,
through catastrophic concerts (FAT
KID THROWS UP) and a final
triumphant gig. For Big T becomes
Curt MacCrae's drummer. From Fat
Kid with no talent, no previous
experience, no obvious charisma to
Local Hero in just a few weeks. And,
in the process - here's the old-
fashioned bit - T's Dad sees and
accepts his son, Dayle sees and
accepts his brother and T sees and
accepts himself. And Curt finds
some roots. Respect all round.
I didn't believe a word of it, but once
I'd bought the ticket I did enjoy the
ride. More importantly, those
readers who don't often find in books
what they'd like to be their world,
would enjoy it too. It's witty, slick,
feel-good and it's got a street-wise
kind of truth to it. The language
helps that (FAT KID GETS HARD-
ON); and no flinching from the
'fuckings'. A teen-age soapy carrying
an Adults Keep Out' warning. GF

Sugar Rush

***Julie Burchill, Young Picador,
240pp, 0 330 41571 9, £9.99 pbk
'Funny, sexy and provocative,' it says
here on the inside front cover (pricey
too, incidentally). 'This is a first novel
for older teenagers by Britain's most
famous and controversial journalist.'
That's Julie Burchill, right? And in a
demure little pink circle on the front
cover, 'WARNING: explicit content.'
Tread softly, reviewer, especially if
you're a male 'sadult' over 20, maybe
a long way over 20, for GirlWorld is a
foreign country; they do things
differently there. This particular
GirlWorld is Brighton, and its two
poles are Preston Park High School
for Girls (posh) and Ravendene
Comp (bogstandard jungle). Boys
are mostly out of it, and when they
are briefly in, they're unknowable.
Father is around (wacky Mum's high-
tailed it to the Bahamas) and our
heroine's perception of him changes
interestingly as the plot thickens.
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Mostly, we're in a three-way game
involving Kim (heroine, bright,
uncertain, in search of an identity),
Zoe (black, future Olympic sprinter,
high-achieving Preston Parker) and
Maria Sweet (Ravendene Drama
Queen, airhead gorgeous, Sugar to
you and anyone else who wants her).
The story needn't trouble us too
much. It's a matter of Relationships,
discovering sexuality - admitting
your orientation to yourself and
getting to like it that way - finding
out who you are and emerging from
the plot a whole lot wiser and, on the
whole, happier.
Since we're dealing with 'one of
Britain's most famous and
controversial journalists', the
language leaps about on the page.
No argument here - it really is alive -
and no compromises either. I mean,
like the Mirror said, 'This woman
writes the backside off her
contemporaries.' It's a frenetic
gossip, full of teenage angst, insights
so painful they ache sweetly, right
through the card from Acne to Zits.
There's stuff about drugs, being
black, first loving, second loving,
lusting - and discovering you have to
watch your loved one unable to get
enough of four blokes in rapid
succession on the bonnet of a red
Mercedes to make you realise she's
not for you.
Old Seventies kidlit hands always
knew that Judy Blume's Forever (the
first time anyone ever did it on the
page) would one day read like a New
Testament parable. It's hard for
oldies to come to any sane
judgement about this book, or about
Julie Burchill either. Call me cynical,
but I couldn't help wonder about a
canny journalist's exploitative pen.
Sugar Rush won't seriously corrupt,
it will almost certainly - accurately
or not - have kids saying 'That's just
how we talk/think/do stuff' and it
may also open the odd window and
let a fresh breeze into some minds.
All I can do is try to give you the
flavour - but then I'm not female and
fifteen. Better leave it to them, shut
up and listen hard to what they say
about it. GF

Lost and Found

***Valerie Mendes, Simon &
Schuster, 256pp,
0 689 86049 8, £5.99 pbk
Who would want to be a character in
children's fiction these days? Some
are used as child-spies, others are
abused, still others are made to kill
their peers and, in this cheery

offering, a 13-year-old girl is raped
by her music teacher and opts to go
through with the pregnancy. Perhaps
it was ever thus - but do we really
want to keep reading about it?
When his grandmother dies, Daniel
feels completely alone in the world.
Luckily for him, the new occupants
of gran's house have a beautiful,
lively daughter called Jade, whom
Daniel quickly befriends. Another
member of the household is a
toddler called Finn. Only he's not
Jade's brother. He's her son. Besotted
Daniel is prepared to shoulder her
secret but the chance arrival of the
absent father threatens to shatter
their new-found 'love'...
This is a disturbing book that
doesn't, I feel, deliver. It fails to
address the issue that a child was
raped by a person in a position of
authority. Characterization of the
father, an Irish, pony-tailed musician
with symbolically scarlet sweater, is
cliched. The intervention of Sylvia,
the clairvoyant, in the horrific events
of the end, is far-fetched. Not only
that, but the soft focus, Mills and
Boon-like cover, does not adequately
illuminate the novel's theme. For all
the (teenage) 'love' between Daniel
and Jade, this is essentially a book
about teenage pregnancy and
paedophilia. NA

Gangsta Rap

***Benjamin Zephaniah,
Bloomsbury, 336pp,
0 7475 6565 1, £5.99 pbk
This is a disappointing novel.
Benjamin Zephaniah looks at the
association of violence with rap and
hip-hop music by following the
career of the Positives-Negatives,
three young East End rappers who
make it big but whose success is
marred by gang warfare between
their followers and the fans of a rival
hip-hop band. Zephaniah sees hip-
hop as a creative force that enables
kids from a disadvantaged back-
ground, particularly black kids, to
make something of their lives and to
give voice to their anger about social
injustice. Equally he wishes to
separate the music from the gang
violence which is associated with it.
These are serious issues and
Zephaniah's message emerges
clearly from the novel but it doesn't
pack the punch it should. There is a
strong impulse toward social
realism: the rappers are excluded
from school, and the father of the
chief character, Ray, is sometimes
drunk and violent. But the story of
the band's almost effortless success

wouldn't look out of place in a 1960s
Cliff Richard film. The source of the
gang violence that is revealed at the
end of the story, while it may make a
point about commercial exploit-
ation, is too neat as social criticism
and too contrived as a plot device.
Overall, the novel's tone is uncertain.
The rap lyrics and some of the
dialogue contain strong language
that suggests the powerful emotions
that drive the band and their
followers: 'We live the hip-hop
philosophy/ So if you wanna live/
You gotta know not to fuck with we.'
People are stabbed, savagely beaten,
and shot dead during the course of
the story, but, for the most part, the
narrative fails to convey either the
drama or the horror of the events it is
describing. That said, this modern
parable may well get young people
thinking and talking about how the
music they enjoy relates to the
society they live in. CB

Apocalypse
•*•*•*•

Tim Bowler, Oxford University
Press, 352pp, 0 19 271926 2,
£12.99 hbk
Bowler is an author whose strong,
personal vision never quite manages
to get the support it requires from his
accompanying plots. And such once
again is the case in this novel, where
15-year-old Kit drifts after a sailing
accident into a strange, forgotten
island whose inhabitants treat him
as an emissary from the devil. Much
pain, weeping and a type of
crucifixion follows before he finally
manages to escape, leaving behind
the one girl who was always on his
side. Bowler's insistent imagination
keeps this story going for some time,
but too much repetition - with
young characters regularly escaping
their more powerful adult captors by
biting them on the hand - eventually
ensures that the whole project dies
out well before the end. A hundred
fewer pages would have helped this
very odd, sometimes impressive but
ultimately disappointing story from
a writer with much to say but
somehow always falling short of his
initial promise. NT

Sharp North
*•*•*

Patrick Cave, Simon &
Schuster, 432pp,
0 689 87276 3, £12.99 hbk
This densely written novel takes a
long time to read and must also have
taken an age to write. It describes a
miserable post-flood, freezing
Britain at some date in the future run
by a corrupt oligarchy expert in
spying and oppression. Life for
everyone else is hard and degrading,
with natural resources at a premium
and rubbish piling up on every street
corner. Enter Mira, a determined
young woman living far in the North
who wants to discover why her name
was on a list handed to her just
before its bearer was murdered. Her
search takes her into a labyrinth of
intrigue, plotting and near-escapes,
during which time she discovers her
own terrible secret. Known to her
controllers simply as a 'spare', she is
in fact a cloned version of one of the
ruling class, there just in case any of
her organs are ever needed for a
quick transplant.
Cave is a workmanlike rather than an
inspired writer. He tells his story
straight and without verbal blemish,
yet the whole project begins to

S H A R P N O R T H
P A T R I C K C A V E

unravel about a hundred pages
before the end - why not some
judicious editing? An already
complex plot becomes increasingly
opaque, and some genuinely tense
stand-offs begin to lose their punch
through sheer repetition. Dialogue is
at times either demanding,
including some half-translated
passages in French, or else startling
when it comes to outbreaks of four-
letter words. Even so, it's impossible
not to admire the persistence of the
writing and the ambition of its
wholesale attack on our own
government's current geo-political
outlook, roundly attacked in a short
end-piece by the author under his
own name. Like a long, cold walk in
winter, reading this book can be hard
work at the time but still feels well
worth it afterwards on reflection. NT

NON-FICTION
BOOKS
RELEVANT TO
OLDER
READERS:
The Future of the
Earth: An
Introduction to
Sustainable
Development for
Children (see p22)
Cities of Blood (see
p25)
Kingdom of the Dead
(see p25)
Night Sky Atlas (see
p25)
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CLASSICS IN SHORT No.48
Brian Alderson

A book to keep for babies? Haven't got a clue?
Off you go and get 'em...

T'other little tune, t'other little tune,
Prithee, Love, play me t'other little tune.

Thus spake the recalcitrant maiden whose
brief history may be found above on page
16 should anyone wish to know.

There too you will find
a review, late by a couple of hundred years,
of a nursery-rhyme book which stands in
loco parentis to all the nursery-rhyme
books that followed, both in England and
in North America, establishing once and
for all the name of Mother Goose as
purveyor of popular verses as well as
popular tales.

What also matters
is that from the start these apparently
trivial and nonsensical recitings attracted
an unexpected amount of editorial care
from those unacknowledged souls who
compiled and published them. This is
especially true of the first-ever collection
(almost the first-ever, and surely the
greatest-ever children's book) Tommy
Thumb's Pretty Song Book of 1744, a tiny
volume containing 38 nursery rhymes and
engraved in such a way that its page-
openings alternate red and black
printings. Both the look of these books and
the way the rhymes are arranged suggest
thoughtfulness, and that tradition of
editorial care has continued alike in
Victorian times with Charles Bennett's
delicious Old Nurse's Book of 1858 or
today with that panoramic masterpiece,
Michael Foreman's Mother Goose (Walker
Books).

T'other little tune
is what all these books play, incorporating
things heard in Mother Goose's Melody
but with their own key signatures giving a
distinctiveness not to be found in other
popular collections where words and
pictures are slung together any old how.
And high on the list of Mrs Goose's devoted
epigones is Kathleen Lines's Lavender's
Blue with its rhymes set in the matrices of
Harold Jones's illustrations, now reissued
by OUP in celebration of its fiftieth
birthday (*).

[Pause for identification:
So speedily is earth shovelled over
eminent figures from the past that I should
record here that Kay Lines was a leading
authority on children's books both past
and present during the decades around
the Second World War. Harold Jones
sprang to fame as an illustrator with a
wonderful set of autolithographs which
became This Year, Next Year (1938) with
verses attached by Walter de la Mare. The
Lines/Jones partnership began when he
provided pen drawings for her influential
catalogue of a 'library of books for
children' Four to Fourteen (1950) and they
later worked harmoniously on several
more picture and story books which do
not deserve to be forgotten.]

The editing of Lavender's Blue
probably presented Kay Lines with an
entertaining jigsaw puzzle. She chose 167
rhymes (I know not whence) and set about
organising them to bring out whatever
comparative relationships she might find

LAVENDER'S

without being too plonkingly categoric.
She gave the book nine sections, titled
with the first rhyme in each, and while
some have obvious themes: alphabets,
riddles etc, others are more general
featuring, say, rhymes about human or
animal characters. Four pages at the end
give instructions on how to manage the
finger-plays or nursery-rhyme games that
crop up in some of the sections: 'Dance,
Thumbkin, dance'... 'Oranges and
lemons'... 'Pease porridge hot'...

This is ingeniously done
and is matched by the circumambient
pictures. Following on a larger scale the
ancient precedent of little Tommy Thumb
Harold Jones alternates plain
monochrome page-openings with those
in full colour ('full' not meaning garish
acrylics but subtly modulated
watercolours) and he triumphantly

Humpty Dumpty sat on a will;
Humpty Dumpty hud a great

fal l ;
All the king's horses and all the

king's men

Couldn't put Humpty Dumpr
together again.

achieves a graphic unity for the book
without imposing any repetitive
formulae. While many of the illustrations
may simply represent a given scene or
those appearing in it - roughly what
Thomas Bewick had done for Mother
Goose's Melody - these are interspersed
with variant treatments: synchronic
pictures showing a progression of
incidents within a single drawing; scenes
framed by arches or even portrait frames;
rhymes printed within the outline of an
object such as Polly's kettle. The
draughtsmanship is unfailingly confident
- the free monochrome drawing a lesson
to all who would learn - and the colour-
work, reproduced from that in the first
printing, while somewhat 'hotter', is
vastly better than what the book suffered
in previous reprints.

The compatibility between compiler and
artist

has resulted in a nursery-rhyme book
which is indeed fitted for whatever today
may pass as a nursery. Here is the
comfort, the security of the child
journeying with a loved adult through a
fanciful pastoral world peopled by almost
doll-like figures wearing mob caps and
steeple hats and where monstrous crows
may cause consternation, but not fear, to
three men in a tub across the gutter of the
page. And somewhere behind Harold
Jones's bosky landscapes you may be sure
that a lark is ascending.

What the creators and recipients
of Lavender's Blue are collaborating in
though is not the tame recycling of a
never-existent rural idyll. It may be that, if
you compare the book's content with that
of Mother Goose's Melody, you will find
that the 27 corresponding rhymes are the
less aggressive ones - no smelly pie-
sellers or drunken soldiers here. But
rhymes of that timbre lie closer to the oral
tradition of street song and playground
chant, best left to the voices of the
children themselves. What Kathleen Lines
and Harold Jones have preserved for us
with such happy consistency is the
mysterious dream-poetry of the nursery:
wild, impossible events and jokes that
were never invented but arrived out of the
aether. They not only defy, they
discountenance rational explanation but
once they are absorbed they become an
education in delight. •

(*) Is it prudent, Madam Editrice, for me to reveal
that just about the first publisher's party I ever
attended was at O.U.P.'s London office at Amen
House for the book's first publication?

Lavender's Blue; a book of nursery rhymes,
compiled by Kathleen Lines, pictured by
Harold Jones, Oxford University Press 2004,
0 19 278227 4, £14.99. An issue is also
available in a slip-case (but without a jacket),
garnished with a book label on the front free
endpaper recording that it is one of 1250
copies so bedizened (0 19 278226 6). Yours for
only £30.

Brian Alderson is founder of the Children's
Books History Society and children's book
consultant for The Times.


